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Fate of River Towns Now
Rest in the Clouds
Ohio Palma; Forty-Four Foot Stage
and Will Go No Higher Unless
Augmented.
CONDMON ON WATER
Rain at this critical point In
FRONT.
for more than a week. But few
boats attempt to land, and those that
do are small craft. Relief boats
were run up in the lowlands all day,
and several farmers taken from their
homes to higher ground.
the
river's stage may be the lest straw
before the flood stage. As all the
present iise is the result of excessive
rains, to have more now, especially
if they are general, will make, all
previous estimates of the probable
stage 'here, seem the work of novices
itt river forecasting. In the clouds,
the extent Of the high water rested,
and they have decided for atilt larger
damage and distress.
The river rose nine-tenths of a
foot in the last 24 hours. For two
days the rises have decreased slight-
ly, which may be considered as an in-
dication of less volume of water
above, though the enormous territory
it is necessary for a rise in the river
to cover now, may easily account for
the lower figures. The stage this
morning was 44.3.
The government report issued
from the office in Cairo yesterday
shows that even those experienced
observers are not altogether assured
of their figures. ,It predicted a stage
of 44.5 or 45 feet for Paducah and
the end of the rise Saturday or Sun-
day. Neither are likely to be real-
ized, and the former already has
been distanced in part.
The plain truth is, there is no pos-
itive telling where the river will go
at Paducah, and all predictions com-
paratively are guesses. Interviews
with residents of the city in the 1884
floodeleveal the tact that conditions
attending the present high water are
remarkably like the conditions in
Then as now, a fainn.g con-
dition above caused the river proph-
ets to predict a Aare fall, but it never
-tome when they predicted and the
river kept on rising until skiffs were
the most fashionable mode of convey-
ance because the only kind.
= It is not meant to assert that 1884
will be duplicated on the river here,
for It would require ten feet more to
do that—an apparent impossibility
unless extensive and heavy rainfalls
ensue. It cannot be told *hat effect
today's rain and sleet will have on
the river, until tomorrow's teport is
received. The steamer Kentucky
• coming in at 8 o'clock this morning
from the Tennessee river reported
that the rain started up that stream
at 3 o'clock this mare—g. Fortu-
'lately the weather is in a state
'where a tern for colder is more cer-
tain than for warmer.
That Paducah is situated on an
unusually advantageous point for
high water is indicated when the re-
ports show so much, distress at points
above and nothing more than a little
Inconvenience here. Tile rain com-
ing down on the river flood refugees,
who are camping out, will farther in-
crease their distrete.
It has hot been sufficiently consid-
ered In making up predictions of the
V
4
probable stage here, that the falls at
points above, with the single excep-
tion of. Pittsburg, are insignificant.
A fall above of several feet would be
felt immediately here, but all the
O ',es falls have been in the decimal points
of a foot. There Is not a house on
Pa.ducah's river front this morning
from Langstaff's mill to the sand
chute at Menroe street, that is not
.. being lapped by the river.
On the north end of the Westefn
District warehouse between Jefferson
and Monroe streets, there is a paint-
ed high water mark, though the date
could.not be read. The river is only
three feet from that mark today.
. Four test more of water will put• 
• nit river In the office of the Paducah
P. Marine Ways company,' though the
Office is not In the higher part of the
yard. To get to the dry docks, it is
necessary to walk nearly a block over
Mite and rafts over the water on
First street. The milts depending on
the First street switch of the Illinois
Central have that avenue of raw ma-
terial cloned and should rafts by river
cease, as bats 'been known to occur,
• some may haee to quit operations-
ilitereee 46 and 47 feet are expect-
ed ta -the elver •kern • -
May Abandoe Shanneetown,
Cartel., 111, Jan. 25.---Should the
Jr levee give way this time under the
re. force of th• sweeping flood, it Is prise-
thwIly conceded that no attempt
would be made to rebuillk Shawnee-
,
•
town upon Its present site. With buti
one or two store days to pass before
the final test of the government's
embankment is made, ciiizens of the
town are expecting a stage of at least
53 feet, and fear of a break has been
pronounced all day. Scores have fled
to the hills, where improvished tents
have been pitched for the final emer- Aldermen Have Not Allowed
gency. The shipment made by Gov.
Deueen has long been used by per-
sons driven from their homes in the
lowlands, and if the flood shows
signs of continuance a second order
will be sent in tomorrow. The gauge
records a tage of 5-0.6 feet, a rise of
over a foot isitice yesterday. Not a
train entered today, and the river
transportation has been inadequate




to Appear Before Board of
Health Next Monday Night.
Must Move Out
OTHER RE.VOR.NIS ARE IN VIEW.
Slaughter houses in the city limits
will play a leading part in the regu-
lar meeting of the board of health
next Menday night. The butchers in-
terested have requested permission to
be present and will have an attor-
ney to present their side of the con-
troversy. The board of health or-
dered all slaughter houses to be mov-
ed outside of the city as inimical to
the health Of the neighborhoods in
which they were situated. Speaking
on the board's action, one member
said:
"We have the authority to order
slaughter hoeses outside the city
and there is no sane reason why we
should brnd to the will of a few in-
terested individuals, who to save
trouble and some expense, would
keep, their slaughter houses inside
the city where the reeldents sur-
rounding must breathe the unhealth-
ful odors arising. I do not mean to
assert 'that slaughter houses•in the
city are improperly kept but as well
as they can be kept, it is not right
from a sanitary point of view, to al-
low them to be situated right in the
midst of the city.
"Furthermore, the board has the
power to do a number of other
i things for the city's health interest
laird expressing my own opinion I
do not expect to stand pat on present
conditions much longer."
JURORS WATCHED
IN TRIAL OF THAW
New York, Jan. 25.—The greatest
eare is being taken to 'guard the
Tha;,.. jury In order to preclude •a
mistrial or miscarriage of justice.
Never in the annals of criminal trial
in this city has the Jury been kept
under such close watch. In order to
prevent possible illness each juror
will be inspected and the jurors will
not be permitted to visit homes ex-
cept for good cause and be then un-
der strict guard. Five men were in
the box and the work of securing a
jury was resumed when the court
opened this morning.
Mrs. Charles J. Holmen will not
lift a finger to aid the state in the
prosecution et her eon-in-law, Harry
K. Thaw.
When the noon recess at the Thaw
!
eria: wan taksa one more man Was
accepted as juror, making six. He
is Howerd Faire, a painter.
More Tax Suits,
City Solicitor Jetties Campbell, Jr.,
yesterday afternoon ftled 34 more
suits to collect delinquent taxes This
makes s, total of 109 suits he has
filed.
..."••••••••••••••••••••••••••...•••••••V•,•".",...",../
There is only one kind or a
newspaper (initiation statement
that In worth tiny conelderation
and that is the daily detailed
stater:1r of. The Sun Is the only
Paducah tower printing such a
stAtement.
Payroll of Employes
It May Be That Opinion of City So-
licitor Campbell 4V111 End
Deadlock.
THE ELIGIBILITY OF ALDERMAN
This is semi-monthly payday for
the police and firemen and several
other city employes, but the city
treasurer's office, usually the scene
of great activity on such occasions, is
quiet and City Treasurer Dorian is
having a peaceful time.
The payroll has not been allowed,
and it cannot be allowed until the
board of aldermen is organized by
electing a president. Everything de-
pends on the opinion of City Solicit-
or James Campbell, Jr., on the eli-
gibility of Alderman Smith to vote
before the board is organized and his
credentials passed on. By votei of
four to three last night it was set-
tled that no more ballots for presi-
dent shall be cast until Alderman
Smith's qualifications are settled.
City Clerk Iltenry Bailey, while
disclaiming any responsibility in the
matter, ways he will abide by the de-
cision of the city solicitor, and If
the latter says Alderman Smith may
not vote Mr. Bailey will not call his
name.
"I am calling the board tp order
and calling the roll. That Is all I do,"
insists Mr. Bailey. "I am only clerk,
not presiding officer in the full sense
of the woid. The mayor appointed
Alderman Smith and my calling the
roll, including his name, didn't
amount to a determination of the
question of his eligibility. I will not
pass upon such questions.
"I shall not have any more all
night sessions. If they do not agree
in a reasonable time tonight, I shall
recess until riforefig. T shall not en-
tertain a motion to adjourn to the
call of the mayor or on petition of a
majority, because the board is not
organized."
The situation is Interesting, and
the question of Alderman Smith's eli-
gibility so close, that the city solic-
itor did not care to pass on it last
night. He Is studying the matter. If
he decides Alderman Smith may not
vote until the board is organized and
his credentials accepted, that will
dispose of the deadlock in short or-
der.
Last night the three Democrats
attempted to adjourn, because the
Republicans were five minutes late,
They met the Republicans . at the
door and declared they had "adjourn
ed." As there was not a quorum they
could not eavelconvened, and not
having convened, they could not ad-
journ. When it was made plain to
them that they were not adjourning.
but just walking away from the
meeting, they returned.
SEARCHING FOR MOTHER.
St. Louis Woman Inquire. After
Whereabouts of. Mrs. R. J. Madill..
Not having received any word for
12 years of her mother, until recent-
ly she heard her mother was dead,
Mrs. D. C. Dennison. of 1746 Char-
train avenue, St. Louis, has written
to Mayor Yeiser making inquiries
Her mother's name is Mrs. R. J. Ma-
this and she has flee children. One
boy, Elba, the letter says, may have
been drowned here. The writer
thought Judge W. D. Greer, or a
blacksmith, named Ells, might know
of her but Judge Greer does not. Al-
so John Guthrie, is mentioned.
AFTER THE QUARREL
Husband Kills Wife and Then Shoots
Himself.
Detroit, Jan, 25.--Peter itchier
shot biz wits through the heart as
she lay sleeping this morning and
then turned the. revolver on himself
and tried to 'put a bullet through his
own heart. He tailed hut is dying In
the hospital. He quarreled with her
last night and this morning she re-
fused to get up to prepare his bre-k-
fast. The couple have eight ehll-
flhlazard Raging.
St. Paul, Jan. 25,- -r,old wave with which he will doubtless sncreedk in to a place of safety. He had them
the temperature ranging Item 4 be securing. The yow„g,lean Minn efeee.ihoused in the rear Of his drug store,I •32 below zero enveloped the north- to Paducah and has a host of friends and the water rose into the hones.
weld today. A bliazard is raging. In her,. His trial is set for February $ 14* fears to subject the fowls to the
North Dakota and reilroad traffic is 1 at Marphrthero. Friends say there ••-nAef on account of pneumonia, fatal
paralyzed.. Is absolutely nothing in the charges. to high bred chickens.
OLLIE'S LIQUOR HILL,,
Washington, Ian. 25.1tepre-
sentative 011ie James today in-
troduced an inqmrtant liquor
bill. It provides that the federal
government Wien not Issue li-
censes for the stale of liquor in
prohibition or local option terri-
tory.
GERMAN feLl.X.TION
Berlin, Jan, 23.—Elections for
the reiclistag are taking place
today all over Gernially. Reports
indicate the pelt to be the heav-
iest on record. Socialists have
by far the best organization, con-




Tangier, Jan, 25.—Raisull de-
feated the sultan's troops in a
pitched battle this morning.
The pultan's Wows are heavy,
including a colonel of cavalry
and other officers and 75 men.
Though decimated the famished
mid exhausted .army is hokling
its position.
AFTER CHARTER.
fit. Pant. Jan, the su-
preme court today Attorney Gen-
eral Young tiled snit, in man-
damus to compel the St. Paul.
Minneapolis, Manitoba to show
caw.e why its charter shoukl not
he forfeited. The road is a con-




Council Ignored Their Petition
for Repair of Jackson Street
and They Say They Will
Remember Slight
OVER HUNDRED KIGNED PAPER.
Residents on Jackson, Tennessee
and Ohio streets and in the south-
western portion of Paducah general-
ly, who have to pass over the fill
leading from Jackson street to Plunk-
ett's hilt, are up in arms today. Re-
pressed feeling broke out this morn-
ing in-the form of condemnation of
the council in totally ignoring a pe
tition signed by 175 residents, mapy
of them taxpayers, to have the fill
graveled and made Passable
"Councilman Alone° Crandell took
OUT petition before the council," one
declered, "He offered a motion to
consider it, but met with no second.
The council ignored the matter entire
ly, and we feel slighted. Candidates
come through the railroad shops
where we have hundreds of voters,
asking favors. They almost grovel
for votes, but their tone changes
when they get Into office It will
serve only to prepare us for next elec-
tion day. We do tfot care a tap
what a man's politics happens to be.
Give us candidates who will make
Improvements where hundreds of
hard working men wi•Il be benefited,




Announcement of the arrest 
t
or
James S. Nall, assistant cashier of
the Mississippi Valley Banking come
patty, at Grand Tower, 111., on the
charge of - embezzlement of the
bank's funds, the charges preferred
by one director of the company, cre-
ated great excitement in his home
town, Eddyville, and friends here will
receive the news with equally as
much astonishment.
Nall was four years cashier of the
Bank of Eddyville, where his father
and mother reside. He had been at
Grand Tower but one year, and was
believed to be An honest arid up-
right young man. He married Miss
-May Lou Dycue. a prominent young
imetet) woman of Kuttawa, and his
arrest has created gossip there. 'I Removed Chickens,
Nall is being detain at Murphys-
bore, Ill., until be can make bond. of Mechanictobnrg, is one local vlettie
His brother has gone to that city to Of the flood. He was forced this
massist him In Making a $6.004 bond orning to remove his fine ehickens
Work of Restoring Stricken City of
Kingston Brings to Light Many More
Corpses  of Victims of Earthquake
SIR ALEXANDER SWETTENRAI, GOVERNOR OF J)_31.1.1:A.
Kingston, Jan. 25.—Every hour's work toward. restoring the stricken
city brings to light bodies of mutilated victims. Yesterday 40 were
found. Decomposed bodies ace uncovered and as the reconstruction
squad expects to Invade the business (Restrict today, probably more will
be unearthed. Several more Ixtdies were taken yesterday from the ruins
of the famous old Spanish cathedral. Reports front outlying districts
show for the most part, the damage was slight, except to the city of
Kingston. , Outside the city limits the loss of life -was comparatively in-
sign itleant.
Mayor's Conduct Meets Approval of
the First Ward Frontier Committee
.Iudge Cross Will Have Legal
Opinion Ready Whenever
They Call on Him , About
Bawdy Houses
FEAR OF GENERAL INVASION.
Believing that the removal of one
of the bawdy house keepers from Ken
tucky avenue to Campbell street in
the First Ward, is Just a 'feeler." to
see if houses of that character will
be tolerated in the First ward, Uie
"Frontier Oommittee" at a meeting
last night passed a resolution ap-
pointing the committee as a commit-
tee of the whole, to keep sharp sur-
veillance on certain houses on Camp-
bell and Eighth streets.
The members of the committee
think that should prompt action fail
to be taken now, other bawdy house
keepers still in the city will follow
the example and take up their resi-
dence In their wards. Cabs continue
to visit houses In the district watched
at night, more frequently than the
railroad travel of the inhabitants
would require.
Speaking of the attitude of the
city officials, one member said: "We
have gotten prompt action every
time we have approached the mayor,
and Judge Crotts has shown every dis-
position to give us a square deal.
Mayor Yeiser told us he would ask
Judge Cross to look into the legal
phases of our organization and he
has done so and notified us two weeks
ago that Judge Cross was ready to
give his opinions. We ought not to
wait any longer but got the opinions
immediately."
Accordingly a member was ap-
pointed to visit Judge Cross this week
to get his opinions on their work and
report back to the committee.
SENATORIAL FIGHT IS STILL ON. Boys Having Good Time.
The sudden change in the weather
has prevented roller skating on the
pavements, but small boys' hearts are
made glad because it means sleigh
riding and possibly skating on ice in
a few days.
Deadlock In the Rhode Island Lees-
lature Remains Unbroken,
Providence, R. I., Jan. 25.—Two
ballots were taken for United States
senator by tlec legislature in joint
convention today, bet the deadlock
remeined unbroken Both votes to-
day were identical. The result was:
Goddard, 41; Colt, 3, Wetmore, 31;
Utter, 1.
COAL COMING FROM JAPAN
TO RELIEVE sowrifwiswr.
Tacoma, Jan. 35.—Within the
next 30 thias several cargoes of coal
will be received from Puget sound to
relieve the fuel shortage existing in
Tacoma and Seattle. According to
ad•loes received today the steamer
Lyra sailed from Mop. Japed Mon-
day with 1.000 tons of eoel. Other
steamers will bring 6,000 tone.
Police Commissioner Tessa Gilbert,
BOLD BANK ROBBER
ATTACKS CASHIER
Beats Him Insensible With
Hatchet But is Foiled
Fornier Marshal of Dycusburg At-
tempts to Loot Vault of Bank
of Dycusburg.
CAPTURED HIDING IN FIELD
Dycusburg. Ky., Jan. 25.—A bold,
but unsuccessful attempt to rob the
Bank of Dycusburg was made yes-
terday at the close of banking hours,
by former Marshal J. B. Gregory.
While Cashier H. Gregory was in
the safe, adjusting the time lock and
unconscious of any premix*, the
cashier was suddenly...14.0d front
the rear with a hatchet,' about 5,
o'clock, and seriously wounded. The
plucky cashier turned oliehis assail-
ant but another blow knocked him
to the floor insensible. Two men
found him in this condition and taeir
unexpected entrance frightened the
robber. They gave chase, succeeded.
in capturing the would-be robber a
short time after.
J. B. Gregory, formerly member,
at Dycusburg, came to town yester-
day from the county where he live.
Towards 5 o'clock he went to the
bank. Cashier H. Gregory was stoop-
ing over the safe setting the time
lock. No one else was in the little
building. With upraised hatchet the
ex-marshal attacked the unsuspect-
ing cashier. The hatchet struck his
skull and Gregory staggered, nearly
falling. Blow after blow was rained
on the unfortunate banker's head,
seven distinct wounds being inflict-
ed. The cashier turned and began to
desperately Aisne. He grappled with
his assailant and succeeded in nearly
overpowering him. Gregory, the cash-
ier, fell to the floor, overcome by
weakness, and when pedestrians
came in, hearing the cries thv
found him' lying in a Pool of
Instantly a posse was formed and
a search instituted. A hatless mail
had been seen making for the tim-
ber, and the posse followed in that
direction. The ex-marshal was found
In a fieli several miles from town ly-
ing close against a fence. He had
heard the oncoming posse and, ex-
hausted from his rapid flight, sought
to outwit them by hiding.
In town it was :earned that ex-
Marshal Gregory had engaged a
horse and buggy to be ready at a
moment's call, indicating robbery as
his motive in entering the bank and
attacking Cashier Gregory, who is
no kin to him. Today he was taken
to Marion, the county seat, to be
lodged in jail. Cashier Gregory's
plucky fight saved the bank from
robbery. He will recover from the
wounds.
THREE PUPILS
Are Taking Examination for County
Diplomas.
Today examinations for county
school diplomas are being held at
the court house, but only three pu-
pils are being examined. At Graham-
vine examinations were to have been
held 'but no pupils appeared. .It is
presumed that the 19 pupils expect-
ed today will wait until the May ex-
aminations. Those being examined
Model are Miss Audrey Tate, Lone
Oak: Lois Grubbs, White Oaks, and
Lonnie Lawrence, Pleasant Grove,
the lat'er two colored.
Such a Courteous Gentleman He Was,
Too—Holding Umbrella Over Ladies
"Oh thank you," chirped the Is-
as each corner was approached
by an incoming Broadway car about
7 o'clock this morning, and they per-
ceived a courteous gentleman stand-
ing on the step with umbrella ex-
tended to cover them as they board-
ed the platform. The gallant seemed
too embarrassed for expression, and
the very diffidence of his manner
WEATHER Rein and snow
this afternoon followed by
clearing and much co4der (it-
night. Saturday fair and I elder.
Cold *see. Highest temperature
yesterday, 55; ppe-cet today 33.
won the greater appreciation from
the ladies, who beamed on him with
approval. He never returned their
glances, lie seemed wholly preoccu-
pied with his mission. and etood
grimly on the step with both hands
holding to the slick of his extended
umbrella.
The ear stopped and a man got on.
"Much abliged, old fellow," he
exclaimed with surprise as he stee-
ped the courteous gentleman on the
shoulder.
"Aren't you afraid ytou'll break
it," the newcomer totaatire4- when
be of the step still held the rain
stick aloft as the car moved on.
"Can't get the — thing down."
was ,the gruff rejoinder. He got off
at Twelfth street and walked the rest








"Man may work from sun to sun
but womane work is never done,''
In order to keep the home neat
and pretty, the children well dressed
and tidy, women overdo and t. 'ten
entree in silence, drifting along from
bed to worse, knowing well that
they ought te have help to overoorue
the pains and aches whieh daily
make life a burden.
It is to these women that Lydia
E. Pinkhame Vegetable Compound,
made from native mote and herbs,
manes as a blessing. When the spir-
its are depreseed, the head and back MR S. A4JG. LYON
aches, there are dragging-down pains, nervousness, sleeplessness, and
reluctance to go anywhere, these are only symptom which unless
heeded, are soon followed by the worst forms of Female Complaints.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Co pound
keeps the feminine organism ins strong and healthy condition. It cures
Inflammation, Ulceration. displacements. and organic troubles. In
preparing for child-birth and to carry women safely through the Change
of Life it is most efficient.
Mrs. Augustus Leon, of East Earl. Pa., writes- Dear Mrs. Pink-
ham:-"For a long time I suffered from female troubles and had all kinds
of aches and pains in the lower part of back and sides, I could not
sleep and had no appetite. Since taking Lydia E. ,Pinkham's Vegetable
ecompouneand following the advice which you gave me I feel eke a
new woman and f cannot praise your medicine too highly."
Mrs. Pinkham's Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkhain. at Lynn, Mass. Out of her vast volume of ex
perience she probably has the very knowledge that will help your
ease. Her advice is free and always helpful.
*-
.Cbe Kentucky Wednesday Night, Jan, 30
BOTH PHONES 548.
The Eminent Actor
TO=NIGHT CHARLES B. HANFORD
And balance of week
816 BARGAIN MATINEE TOMORROW
INA LEHR & CO.
Four Big Vaudeville Acts
15-PEOP E - 15
Tonight.
"111 OLD VIRGINIA"
A Sensational Dcaiilit in 1 Aca.
Prices-Matinee, children 10e,
adults 25c. Night prices, 10e, 20e
and 30c.




Nellie McHenry, Norman Hackett,






A production complete to the most
minute detail.
Sentry Costlass Chorus Mak
PRICES
All down stairs..............___ $1 50
Balcony .....__ ___$1 75c, 50c
Gallery 34, 25c
Seats on sale Saturday 9 a. m.
Tuesday Night, Jan. 29




With the original Hooligan %Weir 0,
May, dainty Grace liurgoyne and the
original all star company • 2.1 Vaude-
ville and musical numbers. This is the
play and this is the company that
makes 'en) all whistle, sing, roar and
shout.
Prices: 25c., 35c, 50c.
Seats on elle Monday 9 a. Al.
- --
"Education helps a man to make
his say in t he.wor14,"
"Tes," answered the man who al-
'Wars sneers; "there is no doubt that
a littla football eaperieuce helps out





In a Notable Production of
Julius Caesar
40 People in 'the Cast 40
A Carload of Special
Scenery.
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 75, $1 and $1.50
Seats on sale Tuesday 9 a. m.
PROMOTION CARDS.
tre Being Distributed to Pupils This
Afternoon.
This afternoon school children are
gathered at the different buildings,
receiving cards announcmg the re-
sult of their first term's work. Teach-
ers announce that Inc number of pu-
pils "failing" to muse is small. The
work of the first term was satisfac-
tory generally. The weather at times
interfered with pupils' attendances,
but they worked hard and "caught
up" in many Inatames. One fart
gratifying to teachers is that com-
paratively little illness was reported
the first term. Good exercise is af-
forded tne pupils, and every conven-
ience for -the betterment of health
offereid.
Monday the second term will
start.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PA?0 OINTMENT is •u•ranteed to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding
Piles is 6 to 14 days or money refunded. Soc.
The more a man curls his mous-
tache the more he seems to thine It





Now sold exclusively by
Will J. Gilbert
This is an announcement of
peculiar interest to every lady
in Paducah, but most par-
ticularly to brunettes, for Car-
men is made for them. it is
an invisible but very effective
face powder for brunettes
and co.nes in three shades.
You probably krow"Carisen










Louis James as Falstaff.
Coming fresh from the perusal of
titich of Shakespeare's plays as ex-
hibit the sparkling treasures of his
rare wit, glowing fancy and deligat-
ful satire, "The Merry Wives of
Windsor" radiant in all the glow or
harmless and wholesome merriment,
shines forth in resplendent brilliancy
as one of this meter mind's greatest
comedy contelettions, for he has not
only created a novelty in humorous
construction, bie has divorced his
method of metric writing and given
a composition purely prose.
There is probably no eharacter in
literature or the drama better known
than "Fat John Falstaff" and proba-
bly no better exponent of that exact-
ing character than Louis James. who
will present it at the Kentucky the-
ater next Monday night, January 244.
"Tne Merry Wives of Windsor". is
a masterpiece of good humor, neith-
er lyric, dramatic, narrative nor his-
torical, but an excellently welecem-
ceived conceit, constructed solely to
amuse, as well as to fulfill a regal
edict executed by Good Queen Bess,
who wishing to witness the adroit
cupidity of Sir John Falstaff, com-
manded Shakespeare to write a com-
edy depicting the "Various blimetra
attendant to the Jolly Knight of
Windsor in Love."
This Shakespeare did with an
abandon in construction and execu-
tion that startled his followers and
admirers, for he discarded all his
characteristic style and methods of
playwriting and presented to his
queen a playwritten almost entirely
in prose., and illustrative of the hu-
more and Shortcomings of the coun-
try tradespeople and not the court
or the nobility, as had heretofore
been his custom.
"The Merry Wives of Windsor" is
one of this great writer's best ef-
forts and fairly bubbles over with
brilliant characterization. "Fal-
staff' is undoubtedly the master corn
lc creation of Shakespeare. His close
woven and unflagging mirthfulness,
together with his inexhaustible
wealth of drollery, condones whatev-
er nloral shortcomings he may pos-
sess by his love for "Sack" and his
flirtations propensities for the fair
seX.
As he swagger infinitely Jolly Fat
Knight of Windsor, Sir John, Louie
James seems to have round a more
harmonious and fantastic vehicle to
display his irresistible mirtn provok-
ing faculties than has been his for-
t:ere for years, and reports speak
very glowingly of his success.
"Mistress Quickly" is entrusted to
the competent hands of Nellie Mc-
Henry, who has been especially en-
gaged. Master Ford will be played
hv Norman Hackett, who will be re-
membered for his excellent work
with Mr. James last season. Apaie
James and Charlotte Lambert will
he the "Merry Wives" Mrs. Ford
and Mn. Page. Lillian Lancaster.
Anne Page: J. Arthur Yonne,
Pistol: Nathan Aronson, Mr. Page;
Winecheyetie Miller. Justice Shallow
and other characters are said to ,be
in as equally capable hands.
"The Merry Wives of Windsor"
aside from being one of Shakes-
peare's most brilliant comedies, af-
fords tne scenic artist great oppor-
tunities in eepeodneing many of the
favorite haunts of England's sover-
eigns, all of which Mr. Janes, we
believe, has taken special adatantage
of.
The first act represents Mr. Page's
home on the Windsor road, with an
erect reproduction of Windsor Cas-
tle in the distance. Next there is the
interior of the fkmous "Garter inn."
,1 hostelry noted for its Bohemian
gatherings in the days of Good Qneen
Bess. Ford's house, where the cele-
brated "Buckbaeket episode is en-
acted. Is a faithful reproduction
made from sketches In the British
!Museum, and the painting by Marga-
ret Howe of Ford's home.
I The last act dieelosee Windsor for-
eat, with the stately "Herne's Oak"
in the foreground. Here, tradition
says, at the inldn;ght hour the fairies
held sway, and In the shadow of
the moan sang and danced tne hour
away in joyous revelry to the glint-
ing light of the scintillating fireflies
Mr: James promises some really
beautiful and realistic electrical ef-
fects here.
Considerable., local interest is
manifested in this engagement, from
tne fact tht two of his most talented
players a`i*e associated with Paducah,
lAllian Lancaster. one of our
most beautiful and talented daugh-
ters plays Sweet Anne Page with a
delicacy of artistic touch that 'nes
brought forth the most eulogistic
notices from the critics, all over the
country.
J. Arthur Young, also well known
here, is the doughty "Astor' and re
,iort• speak very flatteringly of his
success,.
Hanford AS Marc Antony.
Charles B. Hanford has always
been perullarly successfal In per-
tr,tylng vivacious inteilertnal typgg
tti the legitimate drama, Him "Mercit-
tio" In "Romeo and Juliet" his
"Bettedick" in "Much Ado About
Nothing," his ePetructiio" have all
al-mimed the nicest admiring comment.
Shading off from these more jocular
characters he plaea 'Iago" and "Ija-
chimo" in a manner welch arouies
-r. certain appreciation of the mental
vigor of these characters, despitu
their treaehary. In "Marc Antony"
Mr. Hanford portrays something the
Same cast of 'mind; quick and Im-
pressionable. yet keen in logical de-
euction, but. with neither merriment
nor villainy as its dominatnt quality,
He is a herce simply and complete
any many critics have agreed that in
this part the talents of Mr. Hanford
are ptessibly at their best. The Han-
ford proiluction of eJulfus Caesar"
will be seen in this city at The Ken-
tucky on Wednesday, January 30.
There Is but one important feminine
role in the cast and this will be are
sumed by Mies Marie Drofnah whose
performances *nave always command-




Cleveland, .0., Jan. 25.-- Because
eetirdte eter discipline every news-
paper in the city, Richard 'Mansfield'
today did the Manefieldian thing. It
'a said he informed Miss Emma
Dunn, his leading woman, and J. C.
Stern, ,,his stage carpenter, that they
were too ill to work for him in the
future.
The critics who saw "Peer Gynt"i
Monday night commended with one:
or two words the work of Miss Dunn'
as "Ase," and Stern was given credit
for the staging of a difficult produc-
tion.
MT. Mansfield took offense at seeing
eny but his own name in the criti-
cisms. Today he even went so far
aF. to order that the members of his
company should destroy all pictures
of themselves they had with them  
Miss Ceara Osmond is playing
"Ase." Stage carpenters are exhib-r
iting a noticeable hesitancy in aPply-
ing for the position left vacant by
Stern's "illness."
Ina Leer.
Tonight at The Kentucky Ina Lehr
will present that, beautiful southern
play in five acts, "In Old Virginia,"
a story of the southland after the
close of the Civil war. Miss Lehr
will be seen in 'the role of the
blind girl. It is one of her best char-
acterizations. Mr. J. C. Williams is
east of the part of the idiotic brother,
which part he handles admirably.
Mr. Denpre, as the miser, Mr. Joy
Applegate as Captain Richards, Miss
Elizabeth Ma.rstall, furnish the com-
edy part as the typical plantation
mammy. The balance of the cast is
in the hands of _capable performers.
Bargain matinee Saturday. Baby Ray-
nor as elms a ew toak. Via if.
GREW MISS LEWIS' HAIR
AM) WE CAN
PROVE IT
The Great Danderine Never Falls to Produce the Desired Results





hair and scalp are now fairly
g...eraitiriasmans.elcir.e,tri)ofrit heciserigfiesrealthre 
hair glands and tissues of the
nielly's success as a her grouer. It en-hs.:_inwi
actanaltuo,rcgaus.Zreg unusual and unheard-of ac-tivity on th, pnrt ,,f these 'n
os, “nonr-
ing in a strenuous and continuous growth
of the hair. 
K 
The follovving is a reproduction of Miss Lewis' last letter:




Dear Doctor Knoulton -
You know I told you in my first letter that my hair would
not reach much Leloy. my Shoulders, and that all of it together
only nuale one tiny braid.
• I am sending you my photcigraph.which I had teen stttevers
Bros. It tells the whole story better than I can tell it.
Everybody I know is wing Danderine, so you see I ant doing
something to show my appreciation.
Sincerely yours, Nita) EVA LEWIS.
it‘ -
Danderine makes the scalp healthy and fertile and keeps it
so. It is 'lie grestr,t valp fertii,er and therefore the 
greeted
hair-producing remedy the world has ever known
It is a natural food ‘1.1,1 n ,hulesorne medicine for both the 
hair
scalp. Even .11 25c bottle of it will put more
genuine life in your hair than c gallon of
any other hair tonic ever made. It shows
results from the very start.
NOW at ail druggists in three slain..
25 cents, 50 coats and *1. per battle
FREE. a large sample tril, ty tetton ; I .1,y oar whoTo 
show how quickly Donde, • ,•;,. wlii send
derine Co., Cialkago,wIth their name and acuri 
1.t1 10 ecl.:11
sliver or stumps 





Await Recovery of Bodice
Primer() Mine.
From
Denver Jan. 25.-Twenty rough
coffins are stacked at the etetrattge of
the mine at Primero awaiting the
eringine of the bodies of that num-
ber of miners to surface, as victims
of Wednesday's explosion. Families
and friends, Japanese, Greeks, eus-
rattans anti other nationalities ca:-
ed at the opening to'hear of loved
ones. Four bodies were recovered.
The company admits that 16 are
buried in the debris. The fire did not
tart as feared,-
-Place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The Sun snows
AS great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prLee muce lower than
y.ou pay elfewhere.
"VVe propose to show grafters the
loor," declared Pennsylvania. "What
door," sneeringly inquired New York.
"That expensive bronze door of your
capital?"-Washington Herald.
A woman seems to be afraid that
if she wears anything an her feet and
cheFt She Might catch cold.
New York City spends ;521,000 a









You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give promt personal*at-
tention at all times.




THAT IT BEATS THE BAND
WHAT VE CAN Do WITH OUR_
MONEY BY GOOD JuDGm ENT
AND MANAGEMENT; IFWE Go
ToThE RIGHT PLACE. WHERE
THEY KNOW
DuSTJI BROW/1
It BEATS lit 3.s.c•ci
sift( flito•ANCIt, SP0 .0 APO.
WHY does one place become the right place? Thatis simple : Because at that place they- treat
people right. flow? By giving good goods for the
morey they get. The goods we sell are good, better,
best-never trash; all new stocks. You can no more
afford to wear poor clothes than we can afford to sell
them. If we sell poor clothes it will hurt our reputa-
tion; if you wear poor clothes it will hurt your reputa-
tion. Did you ever think about the value of what others
think of you?
You Should Buy Clothing for
Next Season at These Prices
Men's Snita-and Overcoats up to and including
2.25$12.50 lines, blacks, blues and rain-coats, choiceof the lot _
Men's Suits and Overcoat, up to and including
$25.00 lines, blacks, blues and rain- lei L Ln
coats, choice of the lot _.--_-_.. ....... 0 I Jii/U
Men's Suit* and Overcoats up to and including
$18.00 lines, blacks, blues and rain-
coats, choice of the lot.....,...._,.....,.$11 75i
Mcil'a Snits and Overeats up to and includin6
$40.00 11aM, blacks, blues and rain-




r.5wli tzirsikiseivCo.445 .11Ir Es Ft. 0 11W/9OM
Winter Evidently is But
Just Here, Adding to Our
Clearance S a le Values
I 
T seems cold weather is just starting,
which adds zest and value to our
Great Clearance Sales. Reductions ob-
tain in every department, and even if you
don't need anything now it is wise to lay
in a supply for next year. Who knows





Street Shirts, the finest
make on the market-ail






excellent for spring and
summer wear. *oft or
pleated bosom. All sizes.
Touch Up That Old Suit-One-
Fourth OH on Trousers.
$2.00 Pants reduced to   $1.50
$3.00 Pants reduced to  $2.25
$3.50 Pants reduced to  $2.00
$5.00 Pants reduced to  $3.75
11141.00 Pants elegy:iced to  *1.50
$7.50 Pante redneed to  $5.05
Ra.50 Pants rettneeil to
-11
All While and Fancy Vests at
Reductions.
Nlen'S *1.50 white and fancy t'eats
now
Men's $3.51) elle, and fancy Vesta__
MOW • t
,
Men's *5.00 white And fancy Vests
now 
.Men's $7.50 white and fancy Vests
now , ......... *5.55














FRIThtV, JANUARY 25. frHitl PXDUCAR EVENTfirrf KIT PAGE THEE!'
REMOVAL SPECIALS
For Saturday, January 26
7141bs. best sugar for 44c
24th. sack best patent flour 0.3c
7lbs No. 1 navy beans„ . 25c
3 1-2 It's, best Butter Beans 2&
2 31b cans tomatoes for 27e
3 10c canseeorn for 20c
4 10c cans peas for trie
3 sacks table salt  10e
3 Sc packages soda 10c
12 bars Laundry soap 25c
2 packages Macaroni or Spaghetti
for  115c
` 2 packages best Mince Meat for..17c
34 lb can Huylers Cocoa 
%lb can Walter Bakers Cocoa.for 25c
.15e can Baker's Cocoa for 12e
2lbs. extra large fancy. Prunes  25k
Palmer House Blend coffee, guar-
anteed to be the best on the mark
et 2 lbs, for 4Stic
2 lbs of G. P. Pride blend 30c
Coffee  .55c
2 lbs of our Fairy 25c blend coffee
for  4ac
2 Ms of our special 20c blend cof-
fee for 35c
2 lbs of Our extra 17%c blend cof-
fee for 32c
2 lbs of our extra 15c blend coffee
for  27c
1 lb of our best 60c mlicea or green
tea for  40c
1 bottle of our 15c size Lenten,
vanilla or other fiavdr extracts
at per bottle '10c
2 15c bottle,; of Heinz Ketchup •  25c
_Great Pacific Tea and Meet°.
Old Phonell 79 333 Broadway New Phone 1176
WE MOVE TO OURINEVV STORE, 206 Mit/AIWA], MARCH 1ST.






IS EIGHT SUMMERS OLD
Watch the Government
Stamp.
• Teacher-"Now, boys, what is the' (with eager illumination) "Dat's
virtue of magnanimity?" cinch!"-Baltirrore American.
"Aw?" •Teacher---"What is it if a
big boy wanted all apple very badly, The man lathe moon is eemagleia
and were to meet a smell tiay with and his star stunt is converting
one in a place where nobody could maid and a man into a pair of turnl






Every man knows that there is noth-
ing quite so effective for bracing up an
old suit as a pair of odd trousers. For
a trifling cost you may get several
months good service out of that coat
and vest. Same thing for the boys.
going to school; rough work on boys'
pants, as mothers know. The tempt-
ing reductions below apply to men's
and boys' trousers and also "to boys'
knee pants in our Children's Depart-
ment. Come in and see what we are
Qffering; get the habit, for our bar-
gains are always real ones.
75c Pants reduced ro .43
$1.00 Pants reduced to .75
1.50 Pants reduced to ........ ..... $ 1 . 13
2.00 Pants reduced to
3.00 Pants reduced to ..
4.00 Pants reduced to 
5.00 Pants reduced to
6 00 Pants reduced to 
7.00 Pants teduced to  








This cut also applies to all Knee
Pants *in our children's Department.-
.5, •





On qualification of Alderman
Smith to Vote
Republicans Decline to Gamble Away
Their Advantuge r Go ••Halves"
Ott It.
THEY ADJOURN UNTIL TONIGHT.
Something may .be doing tonight
in the race for the presidency of the
aldertnanic board, when the hoard
convenes at 7:30 o'clock to receive
the opinion  of  the city solicitor re-
garding the qualification of Alder-
man Smith to vote before the board
is organized and receives him in due
form. When the board reconvened
this morning at 8 o'clock pursuant to
recess taken last night, City Clerk
Bailey informed the board he had
left the' matter to CAS- Screcitur Camp-
bell and another recess was taken
until tonight.
Refused to Deal.
After futile attempts on he part
of the Democratic members to "split"
•honors: and to gamble for the prea1- 1
deacy of the board of aldermen last:
night, the board adjourned at 9:15
o'clock until this morning at 8 o'clock
to give Clerk litenry Bailey time to
consult attorneys as to his duty to
pass on the qualifications of Alder-
man Smith, appointed by the mayor.
At 7:30 o'clock Clerk Bailey called
the roll. Three Democratic alder-
men, Baker, Stewart and Smith be-
ing present. The Republican mem-
bers had not arrived There being no
quorum, the meeting was declared
adjourned and Clerk Bailey put on
his coat and went down stairs, de-
claring he had done his duty and
that the "regular meeting" was ad-
journed.
The Republican members arrived
at 7:35 o:clock. Clerk Bailey was
prevailed upcn by Democrats, and at
7:45 o'clock called the board to or-
der, Alderman Hannan being -absent.
Alderman Hubbard explained that
the meeting was regular and no per-
sons in nomination. Alderman Han-
a'san, Democrat, and Alderman Palmer
Republican, were nominated. Alder-
man Hank nominated Alderman
Chemblin, and balloting began.
The first ballot resulted: Palmer,
3; Hannan, 3, and Chamblin, 1, the
Republican members voting for each
other. Eight. more similar ballots
were taken,
Alderman Stewart suggested in a
lengthy speech that the members
"split" the honors, a Republican pre;
ident, to be selected by the Denie-
i crats, to serve the first six months
land a Democratic president selected
by Republicans, to serve the last six
months. This was voted down, sitar
an animated controversy between
Mayor Yeiser and Alderman Harry
Hank.
Alderman Hank stated that this
method of settlement was proposed
at the outset, but that the Republi-
cans refused because the Democratic
members were not all elected by the
people, one being seated through
"trickery,"
Mayor' Yeiser took it that he1 had
been personally assailed and' was
rather. caustic in his remarks; but
the incident was closed by Adder-
man Hank's explanation that he did
not mean the mayor.
Alciernia.n Stewart then proposed
to "flip" a dollar to decide the hon-
ors. This was refused, too, it being
not provided for in parliamentary
rulee, and anything but dignified.
At this Juncture Alderman Palmer
raised the point of Alderman Smith's
eligibility. When Alderman John
W. Little, elected by the people, Was
Prevailed upon to resign Mayor 'Yee
ser appointed Mr. Smith before the
hoard was organized, and Alderman
Palmer expressed doubt whether Mr.
Smith could be legally seated/nate
the organization was effected and the
mayoe's appoistment was ratified. He
asked Clerk BaileY. as chairman of
the meeting, to tens on the point.
"I declare the potion out of or-
der," was Mr. Bailey's ruling.
Alderman Palmer insisted it was
no motion, but the clerk's duty 'to
pass on the eligibility of Mr. Smith.
Ba.ley again declined to act, and was
told that he failed to do his duty.
"Then have me impeached," was
the rejoiner.
Clerk Bailey, after a conference
with teveral party loaders, declared
a recces until 8 o'clock this mornIng
In Ordfr to commit lawyers on the
paint raised, '
• CABBIE IS airgoff
l'ertalnly stonsh'ed a haw In the bar-
rooms of Kansas, but Ballardeq Hore-
hound Syrup has amasched all records
as a cure for Coughs. Bronchitis, In-
fluenza and all Pulmonary aiseasea.
Ta C. Her. Ilortori. Kim's*. writes: • "I
have never found a medicine that
venillet cure a rough so. quickly as Bal-
lard'. Horehound Syrup. I have used
It for years."
Sold by all druggists.
The r eerien a girl can fool tier
mathir so easily is her mother tilled





POSTAL TELEGRAPH COMMERCIAL CABLES
TELEGRAM
The Postal Telegraph-Cable Company (Incorporated) transmits and delinrs this message subject to the teyms and cuiditions printed an
the Vck nt this blank.
49-- -HE-- -X-.--JB---- 14----Paid, 932 A-M
Chicago Ills 1-24-1907
To J. H. Rudy,
Care Rudy Phillips & Co.,
Paducah Ky.
Have bought large lot of silks at bargain, for special sale.
Advertise for Monday.
R. B. Phillips.
THE above is a duplicate of telegram received yesterday. This sale of silks will go on Monday
morning at 9 o'clock and will include Fancies, Blacks and Crepe de Cnines, all colors, at
remarkably reduced prices, Watch Saturday's papers for the exact qualities and prices. This is
our Annual January Silk Sale and, with this fortunate purchase, promises to be larger than iver.





Examinations for Government Posi-
tions That Pay Good Salaries
Ordered,
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 25.-A good
fat 'job awaits some aspirant as drug
Inspection chemist in the. bureau of
chemistry, department of agriculture,
and it pays $3,000 a year. The United
States civi! service commission an-
nounces all examination on February
5 for applicants from which to -make
an appointment to fill the vacancy.
Booth men and women are admitted to
this examination and the competitors
do not have to be assembled to take
the examination. The age limit Is
twenty to fo.rt yefile years.
On the same date examinations
wile take plaee in Louisville, Lexing-
ton and Pad.ucah for Kentucky appli-
cants to secure eligibles from Which
to make an appointmmit to fill the po-
sition of food and drug inspection
chemist at 82,000 a year in the bu-
reau of chemistry, department of ag-
riculture, and any vacancies Ss they
may occur at th i'e Me or lower eat-
Fri; PLATES
'401104 e"
Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.
Gold Shell Crowns 53.50
Gold Filling!' $1.00 up
lver Fillings 75c
Partial Pla tem 155.00
All work guaranteed.
IN( this e0I1D00 out and bring
It With you, it is Worth111.00.
Each person is limited to one
coupon for each Job of plate or




. Shth and 13rOadWS/4
aries In any branch of the service le-I
quirine similar qualifications Man
and women will be' admitted to this
examination. The age limit Is ti-en
ty to Thity years.
An examinaticn is announced for
Louisville, Lexington and Paducah
for Kentucky applicants to fill a va-
cancy in the position of clerk-French
tranelator at $1,500 a year In the bu-
reau of plant Industry, • department of
agriculture, and vacancies as they
may occur in any branch of the ssrae
lee requiring qualifications.
Applicants will be required to furnish




men only will be admitted to the ex-
amination. The
years.
age limit is twenty
A Memorable Day.
One of the days weih remember with
pleasure, as well as with profit to our
health, is tbe one on which we became
acquainted with Dr. King's New Life
Pills, and painless purifiers that cure
headache and bildous-ness, and keep
right. 25c. at all drug
Go to law today
morrow.
and go broke to-
••wvoce.ey dee2n't Play the 'cornet*a& ••• 111.110
arty more,. does he?- "No, he thought
he'd better give it uP.- "Bad on hii
lunge, eh " "it wasn't that. One cif
the neighbors shot two keys off the
instrument while he was playing it.'
-Cleveland Plain Dealer.
THE JOY
Of Hying Is to have good health. 1784
Ilerbine :Jai you will have bushels of
Soy. You need not be blue, fretful a.nA
have that bad taste in your mouth.
Try a bottle of ilerbtrie, a positive cure
for nit liver complaints. E. Harrell.
Anattn, Tex.,- writes: "I have used
Ilerbine for over a year, and find it a
fine regulator. I gladly recommend it
as a tine medicine for Dyspepsia."




I bed a severe summer
cold which settled on my
lungs, and I tried various
kinds of cough reflibdies,
none of which did rce any
good until I finally tried
one bottle of Dr. Bell's
Pine-Tar-Honey, which
relieved me at cnee.
Please accept my thailks
for this most valuable
remedy. 'Very respect-
fully, Henry Pranks,










CUR E s 1.11







Cures *en All Else
Falls.
I had a severe congh
and Cold. I tried a grc at
army remedies but none
of them seemed to demo
any good, and at last I
tried one bottle of Dr.
Bell's Pine-Ter - Honey
and it cared u.e. Very
re-v.-Moly, Berman
Uhlman, 114 B. St- Oath-
arta° 8t., Louisville, Ky,
Dr. Bell's Pine -Tar - Honey
49.),
Were sold during the year 1904, oo an absolute guarantee. Out of this
vast nutnINT of sales money was refunded on only ale bottles. This
*proportIon-6 out of 4,000,000-is 90 exceedingly small that It
hardly makes a ripple in the lad phalanx oi satisited
customers. This is the usprecaientui record of the -
most a-code/tut cough inadictoe on the =Oast.
• or LOOK FOR TIM
Bat 'ON THE BOTTLE
25 oonts, SO cents and $1.00 Bettis&





te-411“ LIM 1 FOCI
• THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN FRIDAY, JANUARY 'd5.
Vabucab Sun.
AFTENNOOPI AND WEEKLY
IT THE SUN PUBLISH1NOCO.
UteolaroRATED
P. IL FISHER, PreeldeaL
P. 7, PAXTON, General Manager.
St lISCIIIPTION &ATMs
Wintered at the postoince at Padueak.
Ky., as second class matter *
THE DAILY SUN
By carrier, per seek I :1')
By mail, per month, in advance .26
By mall, per year, in advance 2.60
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mall, postage paid .01.00
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.
Detce, 116 South Third. Phones Sit
Payne a Young. Meese and New
York representatives.
_ THE SUN can be found at the follow-
•ig places:








1 3930 17 3963
3890 18 3921
4 3877 19 3949
.3868 20 3926
6 3435 21  3938
7 3896 24 3939
3894 24 3939
.3874 26 3561
11 t  3881 27 3925
11 zser 28 3932
13 3934 29 3899
14 3921 31 3888
25 3914
Total  97,921
Average for December, 1906...3,917
Average for December, 1905...3,740
Increase  177
Personally appeared before me
this, Jan. 1 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
erel manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Dec., 19e/6, is true to the






"There is no service of the real
'without recognition-dr the ideal."
THE COURAGEOUS COURSE.
There is only one deduction from
last night's performance: The Re-
publican members of the board of al-
dermen are a lot. of "short skates."
They are not "game." They are a
quartette of fogies. They will neith-
er go "halvers" with the Democrats,
so that the augmented police force
may be paid; nor will they gamble
for the bonen. One of the Democrats
had a dollar In his pocket and his
sporting blood prompted him to sug.
goat tossing the eele for the presi-
dency. Maybe, theltetpublieans didn't
have a dollar ,to toss. It may have
been to save themselves the humilia-
tion of such an acknowledgement
that they sat stoically resigned to
the criticism. they most httee know 
all good citizens would indulge in,
if they declined to accept the gamb-
ling wager. The Democrats phoned
come next time prepared with a, deck
of cards or a box of dice, and roll
"horses" for the presidency. We be-
lieve, that is the way the pirates of
the Barbary coast used to select
tneir leaders. Alderman Hannan, ly-
ing at home II) in bed, must have
been gratified at the manner in which
his colleketnes stood hr him, when
they couldn't Induce life Republicans
to choose. a Democrat to serve for
six months, or take a enance on
"Heads, I win: tails, )nu lose." But,
Isn't it odd that the Democratic al-
dermen, who evinced this "eleventh
' hour" ditatiokillon to compromise,
didn't think of a quicker way out of
the deadlock—voting for Alderman
Palmer for, president.? They might as.
well. Their proposition to divide tee
honor or to gamble lt away, pre-
cludes them from further claim to
any principle involved. We believe It
was the wise King of Solomon, who
effered to divide the baby telween
the disputing claimants. and ' then
refused -the suit of the woman. who
agreed to tne division. In this In-
sleeve, the Republic:ens being the
old Members, claim the privilege of
precedence. Their claim is strength-
ened by the fact that Alderman-elect
Little was persuaded to resign and
Alderman Smith Was immediately ap-
pointed by Mayor Yeiser in order to
hold the Democratic vote send. In-
formation of Little); resignation wan
withheld and nix successor Was ae-
rretly appointed and sprung en the
'board all a surprise befbore it was
organized. This was politics, to be
sure, and we have notecriticism to
make from that standpoint. Ilnt•
comes with III grace from those, who
thua produced the deadlock to beg
/Or an equal division or take a
"gambler's" chance at the prize.when
they are cornered. -Had the admInia-
ttatioo, whir% sliAolitiel) dominates
the DOmocratle side of the heard, not
fejt "up against It." no Fetch puerile
acherrie. as tossing a coin would hay,.
been euggested through Aldermen
Stewart. It only expressed the weak-
pew of the administration's pregtion.
It's al; right to play politics and
trick the enemy if possible; but when
one is "up against it," graceful ac-
quiescence in. the inevitable is the
courageous course.
COUNTY ROADS.
The idea proposed by the McCrack-
en county fiscal mile to issue, bonds
for the permament improvement of
the county roads is setting the news-
papers of other counties to talking,
and without exception they favor
such a plan.
The Livingston Banner says:
McCracken county is going to
spend $150,000 in improving
her roads. The result will be
that she will make it. all back,
too, within two years after the
work is completed. Good roads
have never yet failed to pay Im-
mense dividends to every man,
rich and poor, in the various
communities where They are
found.
The Livingston Echo chimes tn
the chorus in the same mile with:
The people of McCracken
county are discussing a plan for
bettering their public roads. The
plan most generallyhtuggested is
to have them graveled. McCrac-
ken county now boasts of having
the beet roads in the western
part of the state, yet is not satis-
fied. It is argued that gravel
roasts are cheapest, being more
easily kept up, and are always
far better. Next weet the farm-
ers' club meets here at Smith-
land, and the principal subject
for discussion is roads. There
are other subjects for discus-
sion, but nearly every farmer be-
lieves he knows as much about
them as any other farmer, but
all are ready to listen to the
road discussion. Our roads are
in a deplorable condition, made
so by so much rain during the
fall and winter, and also by our
system of working or not work-
ing them. There is surely a bet-
ter way to treat our roads.
If Livingston county does not have
good roads evidently it is not the
fault of the papers; but we would
that they would a:ways employ the
adjective "permanent" to define the
noun Improvement. We believe there
is potency in that word and then It
adds certainty th the meaning of the
plan. annexed through choice are to PaY1
for sidestepping hymeneal joys—if
It rarely becomes Democratic -
etepreseutative Anton. J. Cermak, ofal
dermen in a city some sit hundred
Chicago, has his way. Under the
Democratic, who were elected by an 
caption, "An Act to Encourage Mat-1
"average vote of iSO majority to talk 
rineony, Mr. Cermak—who, by the
about public repudiation of the Re-
publicans. , There was on in addition
to the usual Democratic majority to
fall back on, a state Democratic pri-
mary, in which candidates for United blessedness.
States senator and governor were be-
ing chosen, to call out the Democrats.
The saloon vote was solidly Demo-
cratic, because the Republican boards
had refused to renew licenses of dis-
orderly places, and the Democratic
general council is expected to grant
these licenses in payment for its elec-
tion. Since Alderman Stewart called
up the reason the Democratic alder-
manic ticket was elected last fall,. we shall jot
will hazard the prediction that Alder-
man Stewart will vote for the rein-
statement of eveTy saloon, whose li-
cense was taken away 'by the Repub-
lican board, at the behest of com-










A noticeable feature of
HI-LO biscuit is their
smear/Juts:. No coarse
air-holes, no harsh and
crumbly crust—always
delicious and appetizing.
They are an aid to diges-
tion, and a delight to the
stomach.
mi-Lo is equally good
in ALL other baking.
This excellent product,
protected in moist-proof
tins, conforms with all
pure food laws, state
and national. An honest
price—a dime a pound.
At your grocer's.
Continental Baking Powder Compass
Ruben..Tess.
BACHELORS
WILL BE TAXED TO SUPPORT
STATE OF ILLINOIS.
"Art to Encourage Slatriniony" In-
troduced in Legislature at
Springfield.
Springfield, Ill., Jan. 25.—Bache-
(tors whom eashiulnesse has kept them
single are to be driven to the mar-
riage altar, while those who are unel
'INCREASE RI PAY
IN POSTOFFICES
way, hails from the west side, where
a family does not come up to grade
unless it contains at,least halt a doz-
en children—has condensed Into leg-
It is reported that the Jamaica
earthquake caused a reduction of 4-5
per cent In the output of southern
Texas petroleum and an increase of
Ilk) per cent in the northern field.
If the Standard Oil Company, after
having extracted all the substance
from the inhabitants of the earth, is
"shaking down" old mother Earth
herself for her riches, then indeed is
our cape hopeless.
o -
A Cincinnati dispatch to the Chi-
cago papers voices the opinion that
Prof. Oldrieve, the water walker, is
drowned, because nothing has been
heard of him since he left Evansville.
That's pretty tough on the Memphis
Papers.
SUNFLOWER PHILOSOPHY.
A loin man always likes to get
weighed with his overcoat on.
No man goes to a banquet for the
sake of the speeches he will hear.
The average boys Idea of a good
breakfast is an awful jolt to all the
Rules of Health.
There wouldn't he so many mar-
himself.--Atchison filobe.
would ever resemble her mother.
A woman la certainly good look-
ing if she shows up looking well at
the breakfast
Rome people are always either feel-
ing "pretty bed," or "just a little
better."
The most sincere person in the
world does not meal t when he gays:
"I dtiti't care."
Wrier a man Is still very young he
finds that. the people regard him as
old enough to find all his happiness
in giving happiness to others.
Somehow it la hard to realise that
the tired and worn out father wee
once so young and so audacious that
he dared to hope for happiness for
himself—Atchison Globte.
A fine of $5 a year is about the
-right permit), he thinks, but as the
bill he intends to present to the gen-
eral assembly is still unperfected, the
the point
to marry
amount may be raised to
where it may be cheaper
than to pay taxes.
The Cermak anti-celibacy bill
it-s rough draft specifies that in mak-
ing the annual rounds the assessors
the names
man unattached. The names are to
be listed in a, poll book and against
each is to be extended a tax of $5.
If the celibate can prove, however,
that he is not only unable to main-
tain a wife if he were married, but is
also unable to support himself and
Pee the tax, the fine is to be remitted,
in
down of every
YOU ffON'T HAVE TO WAlt
Every dose makes you feel better. Laa-POS
epee. your whole insides right. Sold os the
Inouey-back puss everywhere Price 5o( nits.
Rose-A:albrook
The marriage Of Mr. John A. Ash-
-brook, of I,a, Center, Ky., and Miss
Maude L. Rose. of Velekliffe, Ky., was
solemnized- yesterday afternoon in
the office of the county clerk by Rev.
W. T. Morris, pastor, of the First
Methodist Episcopal church.—Cairo
Bulletin.
NATURE AS A RECONSTRUCTOR.
"Nature repairs her ravages—re-
pairs them with her sunshine and
with human labor."
Osteopathy Is one of Nature's most
used instruments In repairing her
ravages. Take the Osteopathic treat-
ment of headaches. It Tocatett`the pri-
mary cause and removes it, not in
administering a common known lied-
ative to on and all alike, but by a
Ilmple mechanical manipulation.
So, In digestive disorders Osteop-
athy restor.i the nervous equilibri-
um to the' stomach, bowels. liver.
Pancreas, etc., end a tinity of action
established the limy-dors are readily
controlled and cured.
Constipation can be cured only by
observing nature's laws. The regular
movements of the bowels depend on
their nerve and blond supply. If one
or the other is disturbed in any way
there is disorder--sickness. Osteop-
athy here again is N'Attire's cure,
should like to tell you perscinnlly
at any tine qta• great aueeese I am
having wlitibl treatment and refer
yeti " elf ,on Trrinas wbo will
eagerly a st to what osteopathy IS
doing or am done for them. Phone
me at 14m at any time.
at lt a. n. PROA(111.
ti Broadway.
Will Affect Number of Local
Employes
Twehe ('arriers, Nine Clerks and Ten
Railway Postal Clerks Will Be
Benefited.
BILL WILL DE INTRODUCED.
Twelve local mail carriers, nine
local postoffice clerks and ten mail
clerks running on trains into Padu-
cah will be affected by an increase in
salary when the appropriation bill is
Petered at Washington. It wiji mean
that thousands of ziollivre increase in
salaries will be made here. The fol-
lowing Washington .aispatch ex-
plains:
Postoffice clerks will be liberally
dealt with in the new appropriation
bill, which will be reported from the
postofflce committee within a few
days. Clerks in first-class postoffices
In towns of from 215,-000 to 75,000
population will be advanced accord-
ing to classification, from $6•00 to
$1,20',) each. Railway mail clerks,
who have had to beer not only the
burden of the additional cost of liv-
ing, but risk of accident, will receive
$100 more in each grade after a
year's service,
Carriers are also liberally provided
for. Those in cities with a popula-
tion between 25,00 0 and 75,000, from
We to $1,000. The increase will
entail an annual expenditure on the
part of the government of $5,040,-
00‘). It is also believed that before
the bill is reported it will carry an
increase for tural free delivery car-
riers.
Fred B. Aehton, superintendent of
carriers'o fthe local postoffice de-
partment, explained:
There are ten postal clerks run-
ning into Paducah on trains who will
receive a raise. The minimum is
2800, and according to the length of
service they will be paid. Some will
receive $900, some $1,000 and. oth-
ers the limit, $1,100. There are
twelve carriers who now get $850 at
the lowest. They will be paid accord-
ing to the length of service. Nine
clerks; in the postoffice here who are
paid from $600 to $1;000, will also
receive an increase 'On the same
scale, the ne* bill proliding the max-




Are Enlisted by Lieut. W. L. Reed at
This Station,
Following the exclusive announce-
ment in THE SUN that negro troops
would he enlisted at the local army
recruiting station, Sergeant Blake has
received three applications from ne-
groes and one probably will be ac-
cepted later. The order giving per-
mission to recruiting officers to enlist
for the Philippine service has been
followed by Sergeant Blake and three
men will leave tomorrow evening for
that service. Lieut. W L. Reed ac-
cepted seven men enlisted by Ser-
geant Blake this morhing. One, Nev-
ii Hobson, Cerulean Springs, KY,
will go to the hospital corps at Wash-
ington, D. C. Three, Herman Mar-
tin, Dycueburg; Samuel Jones, Hick-
ory Grove; J. T. Watson, 1110 Ten-
nessee street. Paducah, will go to the
coast aetillery. The last three, Syl-
vester Lawrence, Karbes Ridge, Ill.;
Benjamin Stone, Kuttswa, and J. D,
Brady, with three years previous serv
ice, of Mound City, 111., will go to the
Philippines,
LYNCHED AT VARDALAN'S HOME
Jackson, Miss., Jan. 25.—Informa-
tion was received here today that
Henry BelL'a negro, was lynched t
Greenwood, the home of Governor
Vardaman, last night. The negro at-
tacked Mrs. Graves, of that place,
some months ago, and had been in
jail In another town for safe keeping.
Last night he arrived at Greenwood
in charge of a deputy Rhertif and
while that official was taking him
front the train to the jail he was sur-
rounded by a mob, which took hint
away and hanged him to a railroad
bridge.
Long Live the King?
Is the popular cry throttehout Euro-
pean countries; while in America, the
cry of the present day is "bond: live
Dr. King's New Discover', xibg of
Throm and Lung Remedies!" of
which Mrs. Julia Ryder Pato*, Truro
Maas., says: "It never fails to give
immediate relief and to quickly cure
a cough or cold." Mrs. Palne's opin-
ion is eharsd by a majority- of the In-
habitants ,of this country. New Din-
eorerin cores weak Innits and sore
throats after all other remedies have
failed: and for eaughe and colds it's
the only sure cure. 'Guaranteed by
all druggists. 641e end 1140. Trial
bottle Free.
•
THE QUICK MEM, RANH
The Range of Quality
E extend to you a most cordial invitation to call at our store
and give us an opportunity to demonstrate the merits of this
wonderful range.
IT IS ASBESTOS LINED, therefore retains all the heat.
THE BODY IS OF RUSSIA IRON, easy to keep clean„ and
never needs enameling.
THE BODY NEVER WARPS, owing to a specially con-
structed and patented feature of design.
These three--and many other--points make it the most economi-
cal and altogether desirable range on the market today. Costs no
more than the ordinary kind, either. Sold exclusively by
L. W. HENNEBERGER CO
Incorporated.
•
"The House of Quality"
Both Phones 176. 422-424 Broadway
fee
GRAVE CHARGE
PRIWERIRED AGAINST L. VEAL,
FOR3IERLY RURAL CARRIER.
Held Over to Grand Jury at Instance
of Pcisteflice linspeclOr by the
Cummissioner,
Luby Veal, 22 years old, soa of
Gus Veal. salesman for the Mc-
Cracken County Dark Tobacco Grow-
era' association, Is out on bond pend-
ing stilton of the federal grand itirY
on the charge of embezzling $10.36
from residents on a rural route In
Calloway county in September and
November. W. A. Martin, the well
known tobacco dealer, furnished a
$200 bond to Commissioner W. A.
Gardner, which released the youthful
prisoner.
hast fall Luby Veal resided in Mur-
ray and was carrier of a rural mail
route, lie was arrested at the in-
SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
Almost everybody knows that li-
cense should be paid In ,January; yet
some people seem to forget it. This
is Intended as a friendly reminder
FOR YOUR GOOD.
Ten per cent need be telded to all
ecenee after February is!. Naturally
thls is not a pleasant obligation to
settle. It Is elpo an unpleasant duty
for the treasurer to collect it. There-
fore _endeavor to avid it by your
prompt attention.
Every business, occupation, agency
and profession it liable for a license.
Kindle call at the city treasurer's
°Mee at Four earlfeet cmiventenre





stance of Postothee Inspeeterr R. M.
C. Hasfoed, of OinCinnati, who in-
vestigated the alleged embezzlement.
Veal -Is charged with accepting 25•50
In September front one resident. and
$1.85 from another in November with
•uhich to purchase money orders. It
is oharged he failed to follow direc-
tions, keeping the 'money.
Luby Veal is a brother of Rote
Weal, connected with the Dark Tobac-
co Growers' association, and is a
well known )oeng man, having lived
here for sixteen years. Ills reputa-
tion is excellent and that will go far
in his favor. His friends insist on
his innocence.
ARRESTED WOMAN AND -
LET HORBEIMI ESCAPE
Chicago, Jan. 25.—Drugged and
then asseulted by six negroes. Mrs.
Martha Heisen, 2526 Calumet ave-
nue, was promptly arrested by the
ever watchful police. Tee negroee
were allowed to escape. The story
came to lift1 yesterday, when Mrs.
Heiseu was "ealed into hiunicipai
Judge Newcomer's court at the Har-
rison. street police station. Within a
few minutes after the pale and trem-
bling prisoner was arraigned Judge
Newcomer- had sent for Inspector
Wheeler and had ordered the south
town seaerhed for the negroes guilty
of the attack. The story of Mrs. Nel-
sen, who claims she is the divorced
wife of Ernest F. Nelsen, one time
agent Of the Manhattan office btrIld-
ing, created a sensation In the ceurt-
room. Angry protests came flaant epee
tators who Itstened to the reeliaLatel
on every hand there was whispered
denunciation of the police.
The Great Southern Tea and Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805. 113 South Second
Grocery Specials for Saturday
Sugar 12 lbs 
Flour, finest Pat.. Sk  8es
Flour,-straight Sk•
Bacon
Meal 10 The, Pk.  .
Bread Soda, 6 Ms nec
Crisp Soda Crackers, '2  14c
Country Dried Apples, sete
3 its
3 Cans corn 25c
3 Cans Peas 2Se
3 Cans Beans 25c
I Can Tomato Soup 10c
3 Cans Pumpkin 26e
3 Cans Apples 25e
2 Cans well-known Thistle Peas 2k
1-2 Hoop Water Melte( —spe-
cial  10c
U. S. Sapp as good as Star 10 for 25c
Catsup, hi hottles---4pecial  24c
Pure Honey, Wade 15c
Black Walnuts 1 peck only 
Potatoes , large and mealy ,Pk 15c,
2 CansVti4;i1-4
Lilly Raking Powder 1 lb can 10e
1-2 1b Can Sc 14,r-6o
it) Best 011o fluttert-aneclat..20c
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Coat in One Half Evening Dresses
House $75 and. $100
Off Values, for$25.00 $25 and $35
Allot our Ladies' Coat Suits and Wool Coats, Children's
Coats. This gives you quite an opportunity, considering that
coldest weather is yet to come. When we sae one-half off we
mean half of their diet price, which was itielf remarkably
low for the value which we offered you.
1-4 Off on all Fur Pieces.




-For Di. PenJley ring 416.
-Drink Bytedere the master
brew.
-Dr. ;Ube , osteopath 400%
Broadway, Hien 1e6.
-Leland 13tirnes, 2,0 years old, son
of D. W. Barnes, a local ship carpen-
ter, is under arrest at Carthage,
Tenn., to be held until his parents
can send for him..
-This is just the weather when
Soot Destroyer should be used.
s -When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, files
and fills the oredr at appointed time.
Palmer Transfer Co.
-Everybody in every walk in life
should use Soot Destroyer.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
a.pers stopped must notify our col-
cetera or make their requests di-
ect to Tn. Sun office. No attention
ill be paid to such orders when
iven to our earners. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paduoah
r.
-Sexton,,the sign writer, all
inds of sign' and advertising wrh.ing,
e painting of every charactess in-
. e work and carriage painting and
Pairing. Phone 401
-For thigh-grade wallpaper see
ily & Umbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
ct. Remember that.
-Dr. V., Blythe has moved from
aternity building to 1125 Broadway
t to Register building. Office
flea 870, reekleno367.
And don't forget the Soot De-
yer. It makes your draughts go
and your coal bills down.
Upright pianos 'from $150 to
0, to reduce our stock of slightly
pianos we make these offers. W.
& Bro., 518 Broadway.
Dr. J. V. Voris dentist, 200
entity Building.
-G. L. Gray Co., Paducah, Is the
that makes that world renown-
ot Destroyer. It is home-made,
surely good.
We have Slug Shot that will de-
alt insects on plants; and Plant
that will make plants grow.
son, a29 Broadway.
You know your calling cards
rreet when they come from The
Scrip'. cards and plate $1.50 a
red, She Old English $3.
top in at the Pure Food Show,
Gas Exhibit, and see the Pret-
kes and Biscuits made of
pawn Flour. -
lion, the seven-year-old son of
Won, a railroad man residing
Clay street, fell from the top
agon loaded with hay at Ninth
fterson streets yesterday morn-
ing and broke his right leg above the
knee. Re was picked up by Layton
Luttrell and taken to Sieeth's drug
store where Dr. J. D. Roeertson
dressed the injury.
-Weeding invitations, announce-
ments an., every character of en-
graved work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Sun.
-Globe Wernicke filing eases
all supplies for them, also the
and
beet
line of cerbone. A NH line of blank
books and all kinds of office supplies.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
-Every Grocer, Hardware dealer
and Druggist sells Soot Destroyer.
-The pure food show is attracting
good crowds every day and night and
is a feature that is deserving of
substantial appreciation. The baby
show yesterday afternoon held as a
feature, attracted a good many peo-
ple, and the contest for tne prettiest
baby was very interesting. Louise,
the nine-months-old baby of Mrs. D.
J. Ballowe, 1140 Trimble street, re-
ceived the verdict. This show will
continue, tonight and tomorrow.
-Sleigh for sale at Sexton sign
works, Sixteenth and Madison. Old
phCone 401.
Must Move Dump.
The checker game in which River-
side hospital directors, residents in
the vicinity of Third and Clay
streets, Ghent & Elliott, contractors
for the city garbage dump, and Po-
lice Judge D. A. Cross with the board
of nealth have been engaged, was
made prominent in police court this
morning for the second time, and it
Is now up to Ghent & Elliott to
"move agaio"
Ghent & Elliott moved to the foot
of Clay 'street. Garbage was dumped
In still water. George Robertson
swore out a warrant. and the board
of health instructed the contractors
to remove further down, and, fur-
nishing a 500 foot cable, directed
them to dump outside the Illinois
Central river front trestle.' It is
claimed they are not doing this, and
Police Judge Cross held an investi-
gation this morning.
wait to say this as a warning,"
he announced. "This time I will not
take action. but if any man is caught
dumping garbage this side of the
trestle I will issue a warrant and
fine him."
Must Pay Fare.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 25.-The
Interstate commerce commission In
an opinion by Commissioner Harlan
made public yesterday, holds that
men employed by newspapers to as-
sort newspapers on special trains may
not lawfully be granted transporta-
tion.
Kentucky Avenue Bargain.
Eight-room house between Tenth
and Eleventh. Good lot, $3,000.
Bargain for all cash.
Whittemore Real Testate Agency.
FraternitY ho tiding. noth phones 835.
_
Wake Up, Mr. Merchant!
Boyi "Pa, why does thee man in the picture keepa bull dog and •5
k in his bedroom?"
The alarm clock goes off and m•kes the bull dog angry. arid the dog
round and pulls that cord attaohed6to the man's toe; that wakes hint
Boy: "Bee, he must sleep hard!"
H• does; hi. Sleepy II the tim•-so sleepy that he never ADVER•
4141 .Mahal.sa ma_ 41 i 41111110..Jdilli&IL.IlleenhILISS MINI*
41 PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS tr.
Dinner Party for Miss Delis and Mr.
Bringiturst.
Miss Julia Scott, of 725 Madison
street, _will entertain with a dinner
this evening In honor of her cousin
Mr. Edward Bringhurst and his fi-
ancee allss Martha Davis. Mrs. Wil-
liam S. Booten, of Denver, Col., a
sister of Mr. Bringhurst, will be,also,
a guest of honor. Only members of
the two families will be included.
Charity Club's Raptor.
There will be every style of aprons,
from the smart set trifle to the "real
ihing" worn by the work-a-day
igorld, on display. tomorrow, all day.
at the Charity club's Apron Bazaar.
In the I. C. ticket office under the
Palmer house. Eveee one is cordially
haTited t9s_ei41 a_11- beret patronage lo
the bazaar for the sake of the cause.
The present-- weather will increase
kreatly the need for funds.
Home-made candy and fudge will
be another attractive feature of the
bazaar and charming girls will act
as saleswomen.
Public Fountain Interests Many.
Mrs. E. G. Boone, regent of the
Paducah chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution, has received a
cordial letter from Mr. Calvin Hen-
drick of Baltimore. Maryland, en-
closing a check for $10 for the Pub-
lic Fountain to be erected by the
chapter in the custom house yar'il.
Mr., Hendrick is a former Paducah
boy who is now in charge of the
entire sewerage system of the city of
Baltimore, and is a civil engineer °
prominence.
The cnapter held a called meeting
this morning with Mrs. Boone to
discuss some details of the flower
carnival to be given April 5 for tht
fountain Much enthusiasm is being
manifested in the carnival which
will be a beautiful event. There will
be 200 persons in the various dances,
tableaus and other features.
Missionary Society Meets.
The Junior Warden Missionary so-
ciety of the Broadway Methodist
church will meet Saturday afternoon
at 3 o'clock with Miss Adine Morton
of 612 Broadway.
Entre Nous Club.
Miss Bette Hatfield of North Sev-
enth street is hostess to the Entre
Nous club this afternoon.
Dunce at Hotel Craig.
There will be a dance at the Hotel
Craig this evening given by the
guests of the house to their friends.




The Carpe Them club was pleas-
antly enteetained last evening by
Millie Maggie Lydon at her home on
South Tenth street. Only the club
members were present.
Bridge Whist (lass.
The Bridge i•Vhiet class meets this
afternoon with MTS. Henry Thomp-
son of South Sixth street. There are
12 members.
Entertainment Tonight.
The Church Furnishing society of
the First Christian church will have
a musical and literary entertain-
ment tonight at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. K. Bondurant on North Sixth
eareet. An attractive program will
be rendered
Entertained at Cards.
Miss Ruth Benson entertained at
cards Wednesday evening at the
home of 'her sister, Mrs. B. C. Cul-
loin, 913 Trimble street.
.halotophic Club.
The Kalosophic club held a most
interesting meeting this morning.
Miss Marjory actin was the hostess.
"Current Topics" was comprehen-
elvely discussed by Miss Mary Hot-
ling•in opening.
"The Origin and Development of
the Greek Drama" was ably handled
by Miss Ethel brooks.
Under "Greek Tragedy" Miss Belle
Cave Interestingly featured the
works of Enduing, Sophocles and
Euripides. -
The club will meet Fridays during
February with Miss Elizabeth Sin-
nott of North Ninth street.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. B. Boland,
of Mechanicshurg, a daughter.
.Mise !elite Radford, daughter of
J W. Radford, of South Eleventh
street, is recovering from an opera-
tion.
City Jailer Toni Evitts yesterday
celebrated his fiftieth birthday with
a spread at his home.
Born,. to Mr. and Mrs. I), I. Stuart,
22 orth Fourth street, a son.
Mr J D. King, special agent of
the Louisville division of the Illinois
Central. is in the city today on busi-
ness.
William Jones, the ilinois Central
pip* fitter, is in the railroad hospital.
('el. 7.. C. Graham went to Murray
this mornIng on business.
IN THE COURTS t
Circuit Court. •
J. B. Is. Briggs against Fletcher &
Foreman, judgment for plaintiff for
$6e0 due on timber contract.
J. B. F. Briggs against the Sher-
rill-King Mill and Lumber company,
dismissed without prejudice.
E. Rehkopf against Starks-Ullman
Saddlery company, bankruptcy of
plaintiff suggested and. case coutiu-
ued.
Commonwealth against Perry Bry-
ant, $2010 bond forfeiture, judgment
of sale of property.
011ie Catlett, colored, malicious
shooting, allowed to plead guilty of
shooting in sudden heat and mission,
fined $166.
James Glauber against W. A. Ho-
gan, suit filed to secure $16 on ac-
taunt, and_ettachment_sLaked for
-H. L. Steyerg agamst W. A. Mc-
Clure, suit for $5,000 In a contract,
verdict for defendant.
Attorney J. S. Ross, of taus firm of
Crice & Ross, is expected back today
from Cincinnati where he went. -to
file papers in the federal circuit court
of appeals in the E. Rehkopf, indi-
vidual, bankrupt matter. The district
judge, Walter Evans?' et Louisville.
adjudicated Rehkopf a bankrupt, but
his attorneys will fight it to the taiga-
est courts.
Attoeney D. G. Park went to May-
flelesetoday to take depositions.
Attorney Hal S. Corbett went to
Frankftert this morning on profes-
sional business.
In County Court.
,The of Thomas Thompson,
kkown liks Tom emery, colored, - was
flied for proeate yesterday. It is
dated August 31, 1898, and leaves
alrhis estate, personal and real to his
wife, who Is named executrix.
Susan Collins against Annie Town-
send, suit for the division of a piece
of property owned jointly by both
parties.
Deeds Filed.
George Bernard to Mary Drenin.
property in Mechanicsburg, $135.
Police Court-
Joe Kelley was presented in police
c6urt this morning for alleged box
car breaking, and his case was con-
tinued until Janeary 30. He was
arrested yesterday afternoon at 5
o'clock by Special Agent Dick Tol-
bert. of the Illinois Central. To:bert
found four quarts of ,whisky, the
same bfkhd es stolen outs)f a broken
seal box car, in Kolley's locker in the
south yards. Kelley claimed he found
the liquor. The box car entered was
robbed of two cases of 12 bottles
each.
Will Senter was held over for suf-
fering *ming. He had g wheel with
paddles, numbered consecutively
from Pto 12. He sold chances for
live cents .each. The one selecting
the lucky number after the wheel Is
turned gets a box of candy, and the
others nothing. Judge Cross held
this gambling. Seater operated in
the pure food exhibit, and this is the
first prosecution for games of this
kind.
Other cases; J. E. English and
J Grant, for using insulting language
toward each other, $3 and costs
each; Jessie Wilson, broach of peace,
dismissed; Ed Burgess, colored, M-
alang language, dismieeed.
(nth FAMINE IS MORE ACUTE
Many Towns in North Dakota Appeal
in Vain for Fuel.
Minneapolis, Jan. 5.-Daily re-
ports are coming from North Dakota
telling of the exha,,,ustion of fuel. The
railroads have failed to supply many
of the towns and the coal problem
Is arain assuming great seriousness.
Lawton, N. D., reports an fuel of ev-
ery description exhausted, and says
it must have relief immediately.
The Great Northern's Oriental lim-
ited has arrived after being twice
snowed under on the way_fnm the
Pacific coast. The passengers adop•-
ed a vote of thanks to the members
of the train crew for their heroic
work.
Levee Is Nettling.
A message from Shawneetown to-
day stated 'that the levee is holding,
but peotie ere leaving the town.
The Rev. and Mrs. T. H. Stuart
and Dr. D. T. Stuart will go to St
Louis tonight, preparatory to sailing
for China.
kft. .1, W, Farmer, the tobacco man
went to Murray this morning on busi-
ness.
Mr. Ed Smith. tile !reeve; Central
blacksmith. has le/turned after a visit
at Paris, Tenn.
Mr. H. R. Safford. first assistant
principal engineer or the Illinois Gen-
teel. passed through the My "limit
night ea rout* to Menwide IT
Nashville
Mr. Jamie Paxton has retorted
from Clarksville.
Mr. Jestee Hoes, the lawyer, will go
t•-) New York tonight tool from there





Almonds, Pecans, English Walnuts
and Kentucky Walnuts all fleshly
hulled.
Asparagus Tips, per can  15c
Asparagus, 2 1,4tb cans, per can
front  15c to 35c
Vinegar, per bottle  los
Jack Ross Strawberries, per can Sc
PebSontutt-Butter front Scto Wele  per
Broken Macaroni, per lb 5c as long
as it lasts.
And now comes the Pure Food
Show.-Our White Fawn Flour and
Lily Baking Powder was the only
flour and baking powder used in the
whole exhibit -It is just simply fine,
but it is not a cheap flour -and does
not wish to be classed as such.
We sell the Thistle goods and there
ts none finer on -the Maekeit -and to-
day Thistle Peas ea again 2 cans for
25c.
THERE WAS NO HOG
But Prisoner Is Said to Have Gotten
$10 For It,
Jodie Robertson, colored. is in jail
pending trial ou a charge that would
make a gold brick swind:er turn
green with envy The gold brick
swindler' gives something for the mon
ey he takes, but Jodie, it is charged,
got ten big "bucks" for nothing:
The negro resider' on the Cairo
road, and it is charged sold Henry
Sparks a hog for $10 which was sup-
posed to be at the home of John
Grubbs, also of the Cairo toad. After
Waiting three weeks for the Swine to
fatten Sparks went for. him. He was
informed that Robertson had no hog
there- and never did 'have. Sparks
swore out a warrant before Magis-
trate C. W. Emery and Constable
Shelton last night brought the pris-
oner to jail, charged with obtaining
money by false pretences. The trial
Is set for tomorrow at 10 o'clock.
wrWr.
Hotel Arrivals. •
Palmer-C. J. Toay, Chicago; F.
A. Stohrer, Cedar Rapids, Ia.: Will
DeBolt, Indianapolis; J. B. Kratoch-
still, Detroit, Mich.; W. S. Stairs,New
York; J. J. Jones, Murray; E. L.
Bradbury, St. Louis; J. D. Parham,
Cairo, Ill.; H. C. Walsh, Chicago: S.
B. Mason, Frankfort; T. C. Nall,For-
rest City, Ark.; F. M. Edwards, Be-
loit, Wis.; T. N. clerk, St. Louis: R.
D. Bakrow, Louisville; J. B. Blaneate
Athens, Ga.; P. 'M. Ezell, Nashville;
J. M. Griest, Pittsburg,
Belvedere-F. J. Malone, Cairo,
111.; W. N. Johnson, Memphis: S. C.
Cranford, Memphis: J. S. Jacobs,
Louisville: C. F. Shaw, Lonnetille;
Seth Curtin, Ft. Smith, Ark.; S.
13renner, New York, N. J. Slogan,
San Francisco; J. M. Patterson, New
York.
New Richmond-John Hetlard,
Livermore; E. C. Dent. Metropolis,
111.: G. B. Briggs, Denver, Tenn.; M.
0. Woodward, Evansville, Ind.: G.
M. Childers Memphis; L. V. Estes,
Paris, Tenn.; B. E. Grey, Mound
City, Ill.; G W. Harrison, St. LQ1118;
G. D. Nichols, Clyde, 0.; J. L. No-
bles, Port Mason, Tenn.; J. C. Car-
ter, Pottsville; J. A. Gresham, Gol-
conda, 111.; G. W. Bennett, Maxon
Mills; W. H. Covington, Ragland, Ky.
Former Governor Dien.
Nantucket, Jan. 25.- John W.
Davis, former governor of Rhode Is-
land, died here today.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, Jan. 2.3.-Wheat.
77; corn, -GS; oats, 40.
-This afternoon the auction sale
of the stock of the Unique cafe and
restaurant is being held. It will
probably require all the afternoon to
dispose of the entire stock.
•
New Directory
Copy, for our next directory
will go to press January 30.
All changes and additions
should he received before this
date. Our directory is the
Recognized city directory of
the well-to-do. You are so-
cially and commercially lost if





If in Clood Condition




Hog - Will Fatten
If treated right
Hart has the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
makes them all do their level best
for U. Try it. It's cheap but good.





Add "property-sense" to "want ad.-
sense" and you may make money in
real estate.
The thirteenth of the month may
be an "unlucky day for you it it
simply marks the thirteenth day since
you' have read the store ads.
Before the paper containing your
"Business Opportunity" ad. is five
hours "old," a lot of interested peo-
ple will have read and eonsfdered it
-and, if it will stand "business an-
alysis," some of them will have an-
swered it.
FOR Heating and Stovewood sing
437 F. Levin.
FOR BENT-IT-Storeroom, Fifth &
Jefferson steeets. John Dean.
WANTED - Gentletnen boarders.
Mrs. J. C. Walker, 1148 Broadway.
WANTED- Position in office by
young lady. "S," Sun office.
WANTED-100 girls at once.
Mergenthaler-Horton Basket Co.
HO( age- for rent. Apple" 1218
Clay.
CLO1HES • cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVEESTREEle the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 9751
FOR REN't -Elegant flats. Seventh
and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott.
WANTED-Two furnisbed rooms
for light housekeeping. Old phone
1749.
WILLIAMS Furniture exchange,
538 South Third. Furniture bought
and sold. New phone 9610-a.
COTTAGE for rent. Centrall,w_lo-
cated. Apply at 441 South Sixth
street,
FOR RENT--Good-4room house,
1027 Clark street. Inquire 716 Ken-
tucky avenue.
FOR SALE ,CHEAP-New four
vollimn set encyclopedia, 415 North
Third. Old phong.l.$87. -
WA NT ED--100 girls at once.
Morgenthaler-Horton Basket Co.
FiYit- SA I.E.-1:n NM. mares, one
wagon, one buggy. Apply to. J. C.
Walker, 1148 Broadway. •
-FOTt RENT-Four room cottage.
314 Tennessee, also shop Second and
Tennessee. Phone 222.
'14A-KiN-F11-Gray mare, by Ed
Skillen 1711 South Sixth. Owner
ran haee her by paying charges.
FOR RENT--Office on Legal Row.
Frank F. Davis,'at Paducah Traction
company.
SEND your clothes to the 'Fault-
less Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both
phones 1507.
I WISH to announce LO tbe Utiles
that I here moved my dressmaking
parlors irotn 61,5 Jefferson to 219
North Sixth, Miss Eva Nutt, Modiste.
r.A ROE HEAVY drift horse 41.11a
W1101)0 for sale. Will trade for sant
ester Improved or unimproved. Ad-
dress P. 0. Box 585.
FOR SALK Two good mulch
..ivr1,-.11.0h slid PP)od Ittoelt. ADM),
(Dr. R. D. Harper Pecineah, R. P. fl.5. Old phone 524-a,
WANTED-Position by steuogra-
pher. Address Z, Sun.
FOR, RENT-Furnished, upstairs
front room 626 North Sixth.
STRAYED-One small reit cow or
heifer. Letter D. painted on back.
Old phone 347, Paducah Stock yards.
-SLEIGH for sale, at Sexton's sign
works, Sixteenth and Madison. Phone
-101.
Hon. Louis P. Head, clerk at the
Eddyville 'Arson, Is in the city on
business
WANTED-Young man with eome
experience at butcher's business, to
leave city. Give reference and where
can be seen. AddresaW , care Sun.
WANTitID-100 girls at once.
alergentlialer-liorton Itattket Co.
W ANTED Industrious young
man for bookkeeper, stenographer
and office Work. Must write good
hand and have good habits. Address
X., this office.
FOR RENT-Rooms furnished or
unfurnished with board. One single,
two connecting mortis. The Inn, 317
North Seventh St. Call or telephone
1578.
TO WHOM IT MAY concern. We
are ready to take care of all dead an-
imals such as cows, horses, mules,
hogs and dog Our wagon will call
and get them without cost. Tele.
Phone 185_9, Gent & Elliott.
COUNTING BEANS IN JAR
TRYING TO WIN RANGE.
Infinitely amusing are the methods
employed by the visitors to the Pure
Food exposition, at 426 Broadway, to
count the number of beans in thejar
at the Paducah Light and Power
company's booth. The person who
guesses the correct number of beans
in the jar or approximately the cor-
rect numbersill receive a gas range
free. Some of the visitors measure
the jar on every side and try by a
mathematical calculation to estimate
the number of beans in the jar. while
others count the number of beans in
a row up and down -and across the
jars
ALL KINDS WEATHER,
FOR PADUCAH THIS YEAR
Paducah is entertaining a cal:
front old forces today and from
warnt and cloudy late last night, to
0011 and rain this morning, and
thence, via, sleet, to cold and snow
this afternoon, the wayward month
of January Is taking its way. It Is
snowing 'hares has been all day, and
tee snow sticks, where the sleet
made ire on the pavements early in
the day. The Paducah Traction com-
pany will use snow plow's-kit night,
as the wind is heginningito dlift the
Snow,
The temperature at 2 o'clock was
23 degrees above zero.
oNE EAR IS TNIt OFF
'1 OTHER IN MUTILATF;11.
Cat by the heed with grab-
hooks on a derrick. James WIlliams.
colored, a Isbor with a bridge gang
on the Illinois Central, at Atoka, was
lifted front his feet and swung in the
air until the •inweliinery was lowered
and like was reaqised. One ear was
and the other mutilated. 11*
is In the Illinois ('entral hoer/Mal
Mr. W.A. Gardner went to Sot th-
land today.
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes matc
h.
Third-Negligee .shIrts with buttons are iron
ed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-Wirons either stiff or plaited bosoms l
ike new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy 
yourself by
'sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.




ILEMoVek4 THE CAI se (Be KIDNEV 
TROUBLE
A healthy kidney is a filter. The ulood goes
 in at one end of the Kidney
full of poisonous and waste material. I
t comes out from the other end per-
fectly pure. Like all filters the kidneys get 
out of order. The trouble is
only slight at first, but rapidly becomes dangerou
s it neglected, because the
kidneys become choked with refuse and the 
result is a leaking filter, full
of holes and ulcers, with the nature1 consequ
ence that the whole system
becomes poisoned and the blood contaminated
 with uric acid. Dr. Ed-
ward's Compaund Dandelion Tablets atit di
rectly upon the kidneys and re-
move the cause of the trouble. In other wor
ds they iepair the leaking
filter and make it clean and healthy. Get a b
ox today.
BOTH TABLETS AND PILLS SOLDBY A
LL DRUGGISTS. PRICE 25c
Trial package at W. B. McPherson, Druggist
.
Sales- Agents I. .a. & h. Co., Wellsville,
 N. Y. \




FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE 
LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835




New Case of Smallpox.
Smithland, Ky., Jan. 25.-A re
port
Tuesday from Panhandle state
d that
Webb Threlkeld. eon of Bob 
Threl-
keld, in-the Panhandle. had d
eveloped
a ease of smallpox, though th
e attend-
ing physician. Dr. IaRue, s
ays it is
of a mild torm and it wfll io v
ery
light with the patient. - C. H. l
eem.mi,
Bingham, tagineer and fireman of
the'road, warning them that it would
not be safe for them to pull the en-
gine if it carried the tobacco out, and
that they had better lose th-eit' fohe
than take chances of losing their
lives. Mr. Vinson did bring in sev-
eral hogsheads of tobacco yesterday
morning and it was carried out on
the 10.30 train to earacey, where it
Wax shipaee from there to Hopkins-
vil*.e.
Man deserves more credit for his
mended failures than for his successes
who was reported last week as hay- l attained without error on
 the way
lug the smallpox, is improvin
g an there.
will soon be out again. No ot
her i 




Henderson. Ky., Jan. 2'5.-Th
Stemming District Tobacco assocla
tion in the circuit court yesterday be I
fore -.ledge Henson, secured a tem-
porary injunction, which was later
made perpetual, restraining Nick
Ashby, a fa•rmer, from selling his to-
bacco to any one but the association,
according to agreement. The suit
sass flied against Ashby when he at-
tempted to sell his tobacco to 
an-
other dealer other Ilan the Equity
warehouse.
Sham Ferry.
Smithland. KY., Ian. 25.--- Mayor
Williamson and some of our other en-
terprising teethes% men are figuring
on a plan for securing a splendid
steam ferrv for this place, rays the
Goleonda Herald-Enterprise, - one
that will meet every demand and give
our Kentecky fritmde a safe, s
ure
and comfortable mesas of cross
ing
to this side every day in the year.
The idea is to have a, boat to ma
ke
ri'gtdar schedule trips and to 
have a
boat large enough to handle all the
business that may came to it, people.
teams, stork and all.
liallroad Is Warned.
Cadiz. Ky., .Jan. 25. -Under th
e
door of the (Nellie depot 
yesterday
morning Was found two noten, one
 to
Mr. W. C. White, presiden
t of the
Cadiz railroad. etating that it was it
ported that Mr. Jams M. Vinso
n wa.-
oin tO bring some tobac
co bore for
shipment to Ilopkinsville and wa
rn-
ing him not to heal It out over 
his
reed. me it would tbet be safe f
or him
to do so, etc. The other one 
wet ed•
dressed to Dick MitChell and Jube
DR. BOYD INCENSED
OVER CONDITIONS
Says Hospital Patients Must
Suffer From Garbage Dump
Thrown Within One Hundred amid
Fifty Feet of the Riverside
PRACTICABLE PLAN ADVANCED
It was a spirited interview yester-
day afternooa between Dr. Frank
Boyd, peessi4dent of Riverside hospit-
al board, and Health Officer Dr. W.
T. Graves, in the latter's office. Hign
water, which is back of so much in-
convenience now, was the cause of
the interview, and the trouble has
arisen over the disposition of the
city's garbage.
Dr. Boyd said that the garbage was
being dumped in tne river only 150
feet from the hospital at the peril of
the health of the 20 of 30 patients in
the hospital.
"We have applied to the board of
healtn and we have applied to the
health officer and have found no re-
lief 'from either. The conditions al-
lowed by the board of health are
intolerable ahl I mean to stop the
dumping of the garbage se close to
the hospital if I have to get out an
Injunction against the board of
health. It will be stopped by tomor-
row night, too," was Dr. Boyd's clos-
ing remark.
The river is so high now that the
flat boat cannot be gotten under the
railroad trestle and the scavenger
men were dumping Weir refuse in
the river on this side or the trestle.
in an unhealthful proximity to the
hospital. Last year the same course
was followed and it was necessary
to have the settled refuse covered up
after the river went down. It -was the
memory of this that aroused Dr.
Boyd to action when he saw where
they were dumping the refuse.
Sanitary Inspector R. F. Barnett
was present at the interview and cor-
roborated Dr. Boyd's statement that
the scavenger men were dumping
near the hospital and said he had
just come front tnere to report to
the health officer.
Dr. Boyd suggested that he be sent
to the dump immediately to order
the dumping stopped, but Health Of-
ficer Graves said he did hot think El-
liott and Ghent should be disturbed
In their contract, and that they had
telephoned him that day that they
were carrying out the contract.
"The contract " exclaimed Dr.
Boy-d, "what should a contract count
when 20 or 30 sick persons are suf-
fering from the intolerable condi-
tions! As health officer you have the
power to stop this nuisance and if
you don't do so I shall."
Dr. Boyd had been to a member
of the board of health before com-
ing to Health Officer Graves, but he
said nobody could be found who
would take energetic and salutary
action for the safety of the 'nospltal
patients.'LI
Pratt teal Scheme. •
In connection with the disposition
of the city's garbage, Sanitary In-
spector R F Barnett comes forward
11 TO BREAK UP A COLD
IN 24 HOURS AND CURE ANY
COUGH THAF IS CURABLE
Mu  ...half ounce of the. Virgin Oil of Pine 
(Pure) with two
ounces of Glycerine add half i• Ott of good Whi
sky.. Shake well and
UM' in teaspoonful doses every four
Dr. Len di, the famous throat and lung specia
list, who establish-
ed a camp for consumptIver• in the Pine Woo&
 of Nlaine. and whose
wonderful cures them hare attracted the 
attention of the civilized
world, declares that the above formula will
 strengthen weak lungs, re-
Ili' cough. heal the bronchial tubes, an
d cure ear-ease of lung
trotthli. that is not WO far advaneed, providing 
the patient will assist
by taking plenty of outdoor exercise, inhaling
 kmg deep breaths every
few minutes.
It Is said the mixture will break up an ordin
ary cold in twenty-
four hours. and, helot; free fr  opiates and
 drugs. is far preferable
for use among children to the ordinary cough
 mixtures.
The Ingredients can be secured (man any go
od preoreriptIon drug
gist at small cost and easily prepared in your own
 home.
Inquiry at the prescription department of one 
of our leading
druggists elicited the information that Virgin 0
11 of Pine (Pure) Is
put up only In half-ounce vials rreetirely scaled 
in n Arvind wooden
ease, with engraves] wrapper, showing the 
nAme-"Tirgin Oil of Pine
( Pure i"-plainly printed thereon. There are man
y rank imitations of
Virgin Oil of Pine (Purr). %%filch are being put
 out under various
names. such as concentrated 011 of Play, Pl
ne Balsam, etc. Never
necept he.“' Ilk 11 -mbstitute for the Pare V
irgin Oil of Pine, ma they
as III invariably produce nausea. and Inner effect 
the desired results.
% local physician who Is familiar it ht, the 
treatment used by Dr.
Leach in his camp in the Pine Woods. says it 
ix undoubtedly the most
effective known to medical science A t the preseg
t time and save for the
open :dr Ilfe in the forest wouhl prove joist AA e
ffeetke If used in the
it  Ft.. says the formula given shove is the o
ne used by Dr, beach
nwt, ilhte 
country. 
ther .aa. the unqualified endoraernent of the lendleg
 ph totymicia
o
The physician added, if this formula atits know
n and used gener-
ally let the people, thronts4ung. and bronchial a
ffections nonld rarely
romh an acute stage
The Pure Virgin Oil of Pine I, also a perfect neut
ralizing agent
for uric, acid. A few drops tak.n on s
ugar night ana nu•rriing will
heal and regulate the kidneys and relieve 
the most otmtkiate caw of
rheas-odium if caused by uric acid in the 
system.
,
I Do You Think a Man Could so Closely
Resemble Another
That he cduld take the other's place and dece
ive even the other man's
wife? If you don't, you should read The M
asquerader, which will




Loder bore his scrutiny without flinching
Illustrations by Parker
Do you--think that a man
could so closely resemble an-
other that he could enter the
other's house, escaping detec-
tion by hits servants and even
his wife?
The recital of how the de-
ception was Tilanned and ex-
ecuted makes one of .the most
original and fascinating stories
you ever read. You may be
sure the ma.equerader had some
close shaves. If you want to





[SEE OUR NEXT ISSUE FOR FURTHER
 INFORMATION]
 It
The first installment will be published 
in The Sun Monday.
If you are not a subscriber order the 
paper now.
One of the Most Interesting
Tales in Fiction
The Masquerader was rated as
one of the most popular and in-
teresting stories of recent years,
when it was published only two
years ago.
Writing to The Blackwood
Magazine, the oldest magazine in
England, while the story was ap-
pearing" serially in that publication
a contributor said:
"Never since I waited feverishly,
sixty years ago, for 'Monte Cristo'
have I been so excited by a story. And
Mrs. Thurston has given me what
Dumas did not-a perpetually increas-
ing wonder as to how the adventure
would end."
You will be just as excited. The
story will start in The Sun Mon-
day. If you are not a subscriber
order the paper now. Phone 358.
With a suggestion that seems p
racti-
cable. He suggests that the 
main
sewer be tapped near the 
pumping
station on Clay street, with a b
ole
large enough to allow the scav
enger
men to drop their refuse into it,
and
that the strong.current in the 
sewer
there, would carry the refuse out 
In-
to the river along with similar 
refuse
from the sewer system. A stied could
be built over the hole leading 
down
to the sewer, and the wagons co
uld
drive in and dump their refuse 
right
down into the sewer. The sew
er Is
two feet in diameter at that 
point.
Care could be taken that only 
a cer-
tain kind of refuse would be dumped
Into the r.wer and the' pres
ent
method of having a flat boat at the
river with the cost of an atte
ndant




Cairo   49.6 0.8
Chattanooga .. 6.6 0.7
Cincinnati 55.1 3.1
Evansville .. .., 46.2
Florence  5.7 0.5
Johnsonville ..  12.5 0.1
Louisville   38.7 1.6
Mt. Carmel 23.8 0,3
Nashville 26.6 1.6
Pttteherg . 1.9
















Now are the melancholy days
come on the !aver, more so than In
low water, for small boats- can be
run In low water, and few of any
else can ruin now, except In the Ten-
neseee and Cemberiand rivers. The
Dick Fowler got tinder the bridge at
Cairo yesteray by a few Inches. The
"jackstaff" on the Dick Fowler pur-
posely was built Metter titan the
smokestacks PO that in going under
a bride that would be knocked off
before the emokeetaeks would. hit.
The rivers at a stage of 44.3 plus
nth.'-tenths in the last 24 hours. Ros-
iness at. the wharf was enlivened
somewhat with the arrival of the
Kentucky from the Tennessee river
with a big trip of peanuts, lumber
am, produce.
The Kit Careoa Is trimming up In
preparation ffir teletlit for Cairo lit
tile next few days.
All's well over. at the Aver-Lord
fleet at Owen'e Wand an far, and a
tough stage of the river will be re-
quired to root them out.
The Kentitehy wits the single pack-
et arrived today, The record of one
packet II lay will be maintained with
the arrival of the Joe Fowler Sat
ur-
day. The 'Kentucky will go to Brook-
port today to. unload the lumber and
leave here tomorrow evening for the
Tennessee river.
Official Forecast.
The Ohio, at Evansville, will come
to a stand within the next 12 hours
at about 46.3 or 46.4 feet, then fall.
At Mt. Vernon, will continue rising
during the next 24 hours, come to a
stand at about 48.2 feet. then fall.
The rise will continue at Paducah
and Cairo until next SaturditY - night
or Sunday, 44.5 to 45 feet Is Indicat-
ed for Paducah and 49.5 to 50 feet
at Cairo.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, no material change.
The Mississippi at Chester, will
fall Friday. At Cape Girardeau will
continue rising during the next 12
to 24 hours, and reach a maximum
stage of about 29.1 or 29.2 feet.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, will
probably continue rising fhiring the
next two days. and reach a maximum
stage slightly above 24 feet.
WRY
Should your baby suffer? When he is
fretful and restless, don't experiment
on him and use any old thing your
neighbor recommends. Buy a bottle of
White's Cream Vermifuge, greatest
known worm medicine and cure for all
children's diseases. It is mild in Its
action, builds v. the system, makes
thin, puny babies fat. Mrs. C.
Smith. Zampa, Fla., writes. "My baby
wan thin and sickly, could not retain
its food and cried all night. I used
one bottle of White'a Crean, Vermlfuge
and in a few days baby was laughing
happy and well."
Sold by all druggists.
But - -taw--people appreciate the
rose until they encounter the triorn.
WANTED: :SO ME NAND WOMEN.
I.ang Bros. the enterprising drug-
gist, art advertising today for fifty
men and women to take advantage
of the special half-price offer they
are makIn on Dr. Howard's cele-
brated specific for the cure of conetl-
patIon and dyapeptsia, and get a fifty
cent package at half-price, 25 cents.
So positive are they of the remark•
able power of this specifk to cure
!hear. diseases, as welt as Ark
headaches and liver troubles, that
they agree to refund the money to
any customer whom this- medicine
does not quickly relieve and cure.
Witn Dr. Howard's specific at hand
tam can eat what you -want and have
no fear of ill consequences. It
strengthens the stemdch, given per-
fect digestion, regulates the hotrele,
ereatasan appetite, and Makes life
worth the living
This Is an unusual opportunity to
obtain On doses of the beet medicine
aver made for self its regular Vine.
with the personal guarantee of a
well known buathess firm to refund
the money If it does not give satis-
faction.
C.
Mrs., Jimmy-7-"Did you nee my
Sunburst yesterday?"
- Mrs. Kidier-"No, but I knew he
would, If ne ate any more of that
turkey and mince plc"- Cl
Leader.
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Is Disease a Crime?
Violation of certain of Neter
But to say that all sicknea
regarded as criminal, must
every reasonable individual a.
It would be harsh, Dray
cruel, yes criminal. to condem
weak, over-worked housewif
under the heavy load of hot
and burdens, and suffers
nesses, various diseliteeme of pelvic
organs and other derange ents peculiar
to her Sea.
Frequent, bearing of child n. with its ex-
acting demands upon the srstem, cout!ed
with the care. worry and i,itjor of rearing a
large family. is often tZ cause of weak-
neases. derai entenw and &Ants' which are
aggravated by the mau household 1.8,res,
and the hard, and never ntling work which
the mother Is called upon to perform. Dr.
-• Tierce, the maker of the world-famed rem-
edy for woman's pecu,lar weaknesses and
Pierce's Favorte Prescription-says
that one of the greates °beta( le, to the cure
of thisc ass of maladJlS is the fact that the
poor. over-worked botewIfe can not get the
needed rest from het any household cares
and labor to enable ger to eeenre from the
unmet his "Prescriptinn " its full benefit.. It
is a matter of fitalunnt experience, he saYa.
in his extensive pi-settee In these CaSeti. to
meet with those in.vhich his treatment fails
by reason of the patient's Inability to abstain
front hard work 1•ng enough to be cured.
With those euffeeeng from prelapsus. ante-
version- and -rent version of the uterus or
other displacement of the womanly organs.
It is very nece.ssary that. in addition to tak-
ing his "Favorite., Prescription" they abstain
from being very much, or for long Periods. on
Metr feet. All heavy lifting or straining of
any kind should also be avoided. As much
Out-door air as possible, with moderate, light
exercise is also very important Let the
patient observe these rules and the "Favor-
ite Prescription 'will do the rest.
Die Pierce's Medical Adviser is sent Pee
on receipt of stamps to pay expense of
mailing ente. Send to Dr. kV. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. T., 21 one-cent stamps for pa-
per-covered. or 31 stamps for loth-bound.
If sick consult the Doctor, free of charge
by letter. All such communications are
held sacrodey,contidential.
jet:. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets invigorate
and regulate sfemach, liver and bowels.
Nptverylong ago, a popular magazine
published an editorial article in which
the writer asserted, In substitute, that all
disease Phoulli be regarded as criminal.
Certain ts is, that much of Me eickness













Bad Brenth,-ICHawkiner, Ringing sa the
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THE BEST BEOOD PURIFIER
AND TONIC
 4-711
THE REMEDY WHICH CURES CA.,
TARUH WY PURIFYING THE
BLOOD AND KILLING
THE GERMS.
If you have Catarrh take B. B. B.• it
will drive out every bit of Catarrhal
Poison out of the system.
Don't neglect Catarrh! Don't let It
make you' into a worn-out, run-down
Catarrhal wreck.
Remember Catarrh is more than a
trifling ielment-more than a disgust-
ing trouMe. It's a dangerous one.
Unchecked. Catarrh too frequently
cstroys smell, taste and bearing and
(ten opens the way to Consumption.
Be warned in time. If you have Ca-
arrh, start to cure it NOW by taking
B. B. It cures through the blood by.
untying it and building up the broken
own tissues.
Don't think it can't be cured because
ou've tried to cure it and failed, as
. B. B. cures where other remedies
all.
DEAFNESS.
If you are gradually growing deaf or
re already deaf or hard of hearing,
y Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. B.).
oat forms of deafness or partial deaf-
ess are caused by „Catarrh. and in
ring Catarrh by H. B. B. thousands
ye had their hearing restored
Botanic Blood Bolen 111. B. B.) is
wasant and safe to take. Thoroughly
sled for 30 years. (.0n1p0fted of Pure
tonic ingredients. Strengthens weak
onutelot. cures Dyspepsia. Sample
at free by e6rIttnir Blood Holm Com-
by. Atlanta. lin. Sold by Druggists
per large bottle or sent by express.
lit in Paducah, IVY., by H. W. Walker,





will charm arm delight the




pridiee and (tentiemen, In gold,
or gunmetal. Cigarette Oases,
h litoxem, Cigar Cutters, etc. Al/
of dainty pieces at silver for nu
yet" drawing table.
IllfABIREN & WARREN.
Rev. Mr. SItIltivhas a good
f nerve." "How so?'" Wby.
ight a ,barrel ,if 0ia itermons






By A. CONAN DOYLE,
Author of -Da Bet= of Sherlock Holmes"




HE Iroquois hadatot treated De
Catinat harshly when they
dragged him from the water
,into their canoe. So incompre-
hensible was It to them why any man
should voluntarily leave a place of
safety in order to put himself in their
power that they could only set it down
to madness, a malady which inspires
awe anti respect among the Indiana -
Two warriors passed their hands over
him to be sure that he was unarmed,
and he was then thrust down between
the two women, while the canoe dart-
ed in toward the bank to tell the oth-
ers that the garrison of Fort St. Louis
was coming up the stream. Adele was
eleadly pale, and her band, tither bus-
bend laid his upon it, wig as cold as
marble.
"My &Hiner," he whispered. "tell me
that all Is well with you-that you are
unhurt!"
"Oh, Amory, why dia you come?
Why did you come, Amory?" •
"How could I stay behind when I
knew that you were in their hands?
We have gone through so much to-
gether that we cannot part now. What
is death, Adele? Why should we be
afraid of it ?"
"I am not afraid of it."
"And I am not afraid of it. Things
will roam about as God wills, and
wbat He wills must in the end be the
i?e,3t."
"Tell me, monsieur," said Onega, "Is
lay lord still living?"
"Yes, he is alive and well."
"It is good. He is a great chief, and
I have never been sorry, not even now,
that I have Wedded with one who was
not of my own people. But, ah. my
son! Who shall give my sou back to
me? Ere that ago shinee age le we
shall all be dead, and my heart is glad,
for I shall see my boy once more."
The Iroquois paddlers had bent to
their work until a good ten miles lay
between them and Ste. Marie. Then
they ran the canoe into a little creek
upon their owle side of the river and
tprang out of her, dragging the prison-
riot after them. Then, after a short
tounell. they started through the forest,
!senator in single file, with their three
:a:goners in the middle. There were
efteen everriors in all, eight In front
Ind seven behind, all armed with mus-
es and as swift footed as deer, so
'bat escape was out of the qUeeden.
They could but follow on and wait In
path ace for whatever might befall
them.
All day they pursued their dreary
mareb. Onega had the endurance of
the Indians themselves, but Adele. In'
spite of her former journeys, was foot-
sore and weary before evening. It was
a relief to 1)e Catinat. therefore, when
the red glow of a great fire beat sud-
denly through the tree trunks and they
came upon an Indian camp in which
was assembled the greater part of the
war party whk:h had been ariven from
Ste. Marie, lyre, too, wereot number
of the squaws who bail came from the
Mohawk And Cayuga villages in order
te,lie nearer to the warriors. Wigwams
hell been erected all round in a circle,
and before each of them were the ketc.
tles, slung upon a tripod of sticks, in
which the evening meal was being
cooked. In the ienter of all was a very
fierce fire, whkli had been made of
brushwood placed in a circle so as to
heive a dear space of twelve feet in the
middle. A pole stood up in the center
of tele clearing, and something all wot-
tied with red and Week was tied up
against it. De Catinat stepped swiftly
in front of Adele that she might n3t
see the dreadful thing.
"They have begun already, then."
said (Mega composedly. -Weil, It will
be our turn next, and we shall, show
-that we know how to die,"
"They have not tll used us yet" said
CatInat. "Perhaps they will keep
le for ransom or exchange."
The Indian woman shook her head.
"Do not deceive yourself by any such
hope." said she. "When they are as
eentle as they have been with you It
is over a sign that you are reserved
for the torture. Your wife will be
married to one of their chiefs, but you
and I must die."
"Mlirried---ed- sat Trorivioisr* Thee
dreadful words shot a pang through
both their hearts which no thought of
death conk' have done. De CatInat'a
head dropped forward upon his chest.
and he staggered and would have fall-
en had Adele not caught him by the
orm.
"Ito not fear, dear Amory," she whis-
pered. "Other things may happen, but
not that. for I swear to you that I shall
not survive you."
As they 'entered the Iroquois village
the squaws and warriors had ruseed
toward them, and they walked through
a double line of hideous faces, which
jeered mid gibed and bowled at them
us they primed. Their escort led them
through this rabble add conducted
them to n hut whieh stood apart.
An Instant later an old war chieft ac-
companied by two younger braves apd
ey the bearded half Dutch Iroquois
who had led the attack upon the manor
hoitee, strolled over and stood in the
eeepieiny, loeking lu at the prisoners.
Tile Aware was molting a stone pipe,
and yet It was be who talked the most,
arffnine appgriefiefy vetth one at the
younger savages, who seemed to come
round at loot to his °pluton. Finally
the old chief said a few ithcirt stern
Word's. and the Matter appeared to he
ettneied.
"And you, you beldam," said the Bas-
tard in French to the Iroquois woman.
"you will have a lesson this night
which Aral teach you to side against
your own people:-
"You half bred ntangrel." replied the
fearless old woman, "you 'should take
that bat fro & lacer head when you
speak to one In whose veins ruus the
best blood of the Onondaga You a
warrior-you e-13o, with a thousand at
yettreheek-. etnthe Met- mate-your way
into a little bowie with ,a few poor
husbandmen within It! It Is no won-
der that your father's people have cast
you out."
The ere face of the Bastard grew
lived as he listened to the scornful
wools which were hissed at him by the
captive. He strode across to her. and.
taking her hand, be thrust the fore-
finger into the burning bowl of his
pipe. She made no effort to remove
It but sat with a perfectly set face
for a miuute or more, looking out
through Ille open door at the evening
ennlightiend the little groups of chat-
tering Indians. He watched her keen-
ly in the hope of hearing a cry or see-
jug stone spasm "b? agony upon her
face, but at last, with* ii curse, he
dashed down bet. hand and strode frotn
the hut. She thrust her charred finger
Into her bosom anti laughed.
"He Is a good for naught!" she cried.
"He does not even know how to tole
ture. Now. I could have got a elle' out
of him. I am sure of it But you,
tnonsieur, you are very white!"
"It was the sight of such a hellish
deed. ,,., if we were butoet face to
face, .I:diejle my sword, he with that
weapon he chose, he should pay for it
with hie heart's bloodr
The Indian woman seemed surprised.
"It is strange to me," she said, "that
tera _should think of what befalls me
when you are yourself under the same
shadow. Buteour fate will be at I
said, lam are to die at the stake.
She Is to be given to the dog who has
left us."
"Adele! Adele! What shall I do?"
Ile tore his hair in his helplessness
atie distraction.
"No, no, fear not, Amory, for my
!kart will not fall me. What Is the
pang of death if it binds us together?"
'Tee younger chief pleaded for you,
iaying that the Mitche efaultou had
stricken you with thadnees. as could
'ee seen ay your swimming to their
earree,' andethet it blight - would, fall
:Ten the nation if you were led to the
stake. But the Bastard said that love
tome_ often like madness among the
palefaces and that it, was that alone
which bad driven you.. Then it was
agreed tbat you should die and that
Jibe should go to his wigwam, since he
had led the war party. Aa for me,
their hearts were bitter against me,
and I also am to die by the pine splin-
ters."
"When is it to be?" asked De Cate
net.
"Now: at once. They have gone to
make all ready. But you have time
yet, for I Ati) to go first.' ,
"Amory, Amory, could we not die to-
gether now?" cried Adele, throwing
her arms round her hnsband. "If it be
sin, it is sorely a sin which will be for-
given us. Let us go, dear. Let us
leave these dreadful people and this
cruel world and turn where we shall
find peace."
The Indent woman's eyes flashed
with satisfaction. "You have spolettal
well, White Lily," said she. "W‘
should you wait until it is their pl'
tu'e to pluck you? See: Already the
glare of their lire beats upon the tree
trunks. and you can hear the howlings
of those who thirst for your blood.
You have said rightly. White Lily.
There lien the only path for you."




Port Byron, 'N. Y., has witnessed
one of the most remarkable eases of
healing ever recorded. Amos F.
King, of that place says: "Bucklen's
Arnilea Salve cured a sore on my leg
with which I had guttered over 80
years. I am now eighty-five." Guar-




Made of the purest of ingre-
dients by one of the best
makers in the trade, shipped
to us in fancy boxes
Fresh Every
.Saturday
The candy IRS made a hit
with our n4mers, Drop in




good, Vinol will do far more good.
We guarantee Vinol will inipmve the
appetite, strengthenadigestion, make
rich red blood, create strength, cure
chronic: 'coughs and colds, and
strengthen - weak lungs."
If Vinol falls tregive satisfaction to
our customers, we return money weeh
out question. W. B. MePhersoh,
Druggist-
NOTE—While we are sole agents
for Vince in Paducah, it is now for
sale at the leading drug store in
nearly every town and city in the
country. Look for the Virol agency
in your town.
014FICIAL IS RUMORED SHORT.
Surety Conipany ifivestigate Books of
Evansville, Ind., Treasurer.
Evanevele, Ind., Jan. 25.— The
'transfer of $25,000 worth of personal
property by John P. Walker, county
and city treasurer, to C. M. Abbott, a
stockholder in the Federal Union
Surety company of - Indianapoliseand
the fact that this surety company and
another company, now have Men go-
ing over the books in the treseurees
office, have given rise to the rumor
that there is a shortage in eealkor's
accounts. This afternoon the gottity
commiseletiets hele a hurried meeting
•
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
'(Prices lowest in city for similar offices—




Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants -istalled.
Complete machine shop.





We are ready for ail kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
and appointed two ekperts to go over
the records. Mr. Walker, who is the DRAUGH
owner of the Evansville baseball team
in the Central league, says the invest-
leation will show that his books are
li right,
If you enjoy muffins and waffles,
try Mrs. Austin's Pancake flour and
you will be delighted.
Ability is the measure of answera-
bility
Removal Sale  of A1  Poliock's Jewelry Store
About February 15th we wil4, taka.posseasion aLtint pew_ ktore
room—now occupied by the Great Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
333 Broadway. In the meantitae-we have -.made startling re-
ductions on our entire line of Watches, Diamonds and ,Jewelry.
This for two reasons: First, we-wish to move as little as pos-
sible of the preset and, when we get into our new location, we
mean to have a clean, new stock. If you need anything in our
line give us a call, for we have made a cut of 50 per cent in
many instances.
A. POLLOCK
640 Broadway. Empire Building
W. F. Paxton, R. Rudy,
President. Cashier.
P. rt; ear




Surplus   50,000
Stockholders liability  100,000
Total aceurity to depositors $250,000
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment. . _
Interest Paid on Time Deposits










PAIDE4N,311-3111 Broodiest PM ILUITILLE
27 Colleges in 15 States: POSITIONS sit
cured or mouey REFUNDED niGo leech av
MAIL. Came:true will convince you IF.
Drammen'. That BEST. Cali Cr sewn for
catalogue.
Henry Mannino, Jr.
finsvoi to Third tad licatut-
Book Binding, Bi.nk Wozk, .,cx
Nita I.fierrry Werk a 'Der 0.




Leave Padurah for ,Yeanarieer Rhos
Every Wednesday at 4 p. at.
A. W. WRIGHT 'Statutes
ILTIGHNE ROIHNSONI Cleat
This comparly is not araponsible
for Invoice charges unless toilecte8
by the clerk of the boat.
(Incorporated-)
1
 Ilivaaaville and Paducah Packets.
(Daily Exce,pt Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John B.
' Hopkins, leave Paducah for Eeans-
. ville and way landings at 11 a. to.
1 Special excursion rate new in at.
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant mimic on the
• boat. Table unsurpaated.
There's Only -One Way to Get
Rich and That's by SaviAg•
If you resolve to rave fl certain portion, however
small, of the money you earti, deposit it each month
or oftener in Our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
• be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you a
Home Savings Bank to help you save. 01.00 will








Only 436 Succumbed to Dis-
ease and Injury
Extended Sewer System, Pure Water,
Good Hurgetal and ilia n itary
Precautions.
BRING ABOUT THIS RESULT.
Only 436 people died In Paducah
in 19a6 as compared with 6.30 in
1904e itnd 537 In 1905. Mortuary
statistics show that the lieath rate
is decreasing steadily and especially
HAVE YOU WEAK I.U.NGS? e
Do You Year Consumption?
"When we take into consideration i
the feet OW one out of every sevens
in this climate dice of consumption.'
Is it any wonder that- it Is feared le
the people of Paducah who have
weak lungs and chronic colds anti
coughs?" said our druggist, W. B.
McPherson.
"Physicians everywnere have rec-
ognized the value of cod liver oil e
coughs, colas, bronchitis, consuir
tion and all wasting diseases, but, un
fortunate.y, few could take it and it,
rive any benefit from its use on at
count of the indigestible oil which it
contained.
'We want every person in Padu-
cah to know that tenol actually con-
tains in a concentrated form all of
the bodlabuilding, strength-creatine
elements of _eod liver oil actually
taken from fresh cods' livers, with-
out a drop of -oil to upset the stow-
In those diseases from which the at-h and retard its work, and tonic
groatitat Percentage of fatalities re. jeen
suit. City Health Officer Dr. NV. T. "Therefore, wherever old-fashion-
Graves, will submit his report for ed cod liver oil or emulsions will do
19106 of the number of deaths and
the causes, at the next meeting of
the board of health. or council.
..ince 19,04), the death rate in Pa-
ducah has decreased markedly, due
to a number of causes, among which
may be mentioned the activity of the
board of health, the improved. hos-
pital sem ice, the pure water supply
and better sanitary inspection and
condi t ions, .
The total number of deaths in Pa:
dueah in 1906 from all causes, was
436; In lea() it was 630. In 1905
It was over a hundred more than in
1906. The total number of deaths
Includes all deaths from accidents,
suecides, poisonings and other sud-
den and unusual causes. Of the to-
tat 'number deaths 195 were of
neirces.
Seventy-four persons died of con-
sumption in Paducah in 19.06, the
largest number of deaths from any
one cause. Pneumonia comes next
with a record of 4,5 deaths. The
Phenomenally low record of twelve
deaths from typhoid fever is note-
worthy. In 1900 there Were 50
deaths from typhoid fever, There
were 26 still births; 16 deaths from
heart disease; 18 deaths from senil-
ity; 17 premature births, mostly ne-
groes; 3 from scarlet fever, and 1
from diphtheria.
Contagious Diseases.
In contagious diseases, scarlet fev-
er, diphtheria and smallpox, the city
Las been extremely fortunate from
the Practically ineSnifleent death
record. Paducah's rare water sup-
ply and the genera' _healthful condi--
tic:Ms over the city are the explana-
tion, as the low present record has
come since these conditions came.
Seven persons committed suicide
In Paducah in 1906. Eight persons
were killed from railroad accidents.
Tetanus claimed two victims, the
large numbers of cases during the
holidays coming in the report_ for
190e. Five deaths resulted from
gun shot wounds. Three persons
were drowned. The remainder of
the death list covered a multitude of
causes and diseases.
Altogether. se causes are specified
In the 436 deaths, and the report is
three feet long. Every imaginable
disease le represented and a variety
of accidental causes. The opium
habit killed one person, three were
burned to death or died from burns,
violence killed one, and accidental
poisoning added another.
ti getting up statietice of the
de tr Tete of the city, only deaths
from regu:ar and 'Satiationi causes
are counted. Those deaths occurring
from accidents, poisonings, suieidee.
drowning, murder, burns, drug habits
or from violence are exempted along
with a large list of diseases, Health
()nicer Graves estimator,  that at keel-
135 out of the total number of
deaths, are non-statistical deaths;
that is they would not be counted a
figuring the legitimate death rate of
Paducah.
On that basis of figuring, paducah
with a population of over 25,000. has
from 
a Proud record in healthful condi--
tions. The death rate the dread
consumption, and frofn scarcely less
so, pneumonia,' are decreasing Ittrea
relatively rapid rate. Epidemics
were unknown In the year and with
the growing appreciation of the ad-
vantages of sanitary conditions, Way
be expected to show an even batter
record for 1907.
All the physicians in the city re-
port thie month to be thus far, the
healthiest January in many years.
One of the principal causes of the low
death rate has been the ellkient serv-
ice at the city hospital. Is oper-
ated on a tar higher plane than the
ordinary city institution, eitrpatients
getting the advantages of the hest
medical talent In the city. The open-
ing of the new sewer district is ex-
pected further to hele the wanitaev
conditions and through them to lower
the death rate.
TH1R1 Witstf.D
Is a stage, and Ballard's Snow Lin!
',tent plays a meet prreittnent part. It
has hit superior for Rheernalletn, stilt
joints, cuts, sprains, and all pains. Boy
it, try it and you will Always use it.
Anybody IMO has used lentlardei Snow
Liniment is a proof of what It does.
Buy A trial bottle. tee. 50e and Wee
Sold by all druggists,
STEAMER MGR FOWLER
T4Pe,Tee Paducah for Cairo and wa)
landings at S a. m. sharp, daily ea.
rept Sunday. Special excution rates
now in effact from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meeJg
and room. Good music and table an-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowl r, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fov ler. City Pam. Agent, at
Fow le r-Crt mbangh & Co'n aloe.
Poth phones No. ad.
Oak Dale Hotel
- 113rceok port, Ill.
Rates SI a Day. Ererithieg OK
Mrs J. A. Lockvnii, Proprietress.
KILL THE COUCH




FOR tiffilte led 90c ii11.00
LDS Free Trial.
Surest ,.ad geoctIont Cure for aid
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-




Will Seek Renomination t
General Assembly
alayea.Yelser, Eugene Graves and
Jobs Skelton .are Mt-Intoned its
Possibilities.
MAKES RACE ON HIS RECORD
Hon. 'Louis P. Head, representa-
tive to the general assembly from
McCracken county, desires a primary
and in a -letter to Hon. W. A. Berry.
county chairman, today makes for-
mal demand for one. Several names
are mentioned in connection ' witn
the race besides that ot • Mr.
Mayor Yeiser has been spoken of,
but it is known he is not seeking leg-
islatiare honors.- - Eugene- Draves l is
another possible candidate and it is
understood that John W. Skelton,
who ran against Mr. Head the last
time will seek the nomination.
Mr. Head's letter follows:
"Dear Mr. Berry: As you are no
doubt aware, I am a candidate for
the Democratic nomination for rep-
resentative ,from McCracken county
in the next general assembly, to
succeed myeelf.
"I have been quoted by the news-
papers as favoring a primary to
choose the nominee for this office,
and I desire to express to you, as
chairMan of 'Ore Democratic .county
committee, my desire that your com-
mittee call a primary election to
make the choice of the party for rep-
resentative.
As a member of the legislature, I
did all in my power to promote the
interests of my county and the state
at large, and as a candidate for re-
election, I demand, at the hands of
Democrats, the same treatment that
I would gladly accord an opponent.
I. e.. the opportunity to go directly
before the people and present my
claims to the masses of toe party. I
am more than willing to submit my
candidacy to the Democrats of my
cciunty in a primary election, which
is conceded to be the fairest and
best method of selectIon.,
"An objection may he offered to ,a
primary because of the expense at-
tacacil taereto. A primary in Mc-
Cra.cken county can be held under
the law for not exceeding $400, prob-
ably less. I am willing to stand my
part of tae expense of such primary,
and I ask at the hands of your com-
mittee, and not only on my own be-
half, but on behalf of the Democrats
of my county, that a primary be call-
ed, in order that the Democrats of
the county may have an opportunity
for indivicitial express:on of opinion
In this race.
"in all fairness. I do not thltrk a
candidate could ask less than this.
What the Democrats of the county
and .the citizens at large desire, Is
representation. No fairer manner of
securing such representation could
be found than a legal primary to se-
lect the nominee of the dominant
party.
"I propose to go before my party
and the people solely upon my rec-
ord, a record of achievement not of
promise, and I ask the co-operation
of your committee to the end tnat I
may have a fair chance to set forth
that record to the Democrats of.Mc-
Critcken county.
"While I do not anticipate opposi-
tion-, I desire the opportunity, if
some oppo,ltion should develop, to
make my record and my claims clear
to the Democrats of my county.
"Such an opportunity would be
only fair to any opponent, and I can
not see any objection that could be
offered to stiCn an arrangement.
"It is the duty of your committee
to enact the will of the party of
which you are the constituted gov-
erning body, and. I ally that the Dem-
ocrats; at large desire a primary elec-
tion to nominate a candidate for rep-
resentative and in conclusion, as a
candidate. I ask at your hands, the
fulfillment of this demand.
"Cali a primary election at your
conveniener. and let the :vs-Hells can-
, dictates submit their claims to this
trtbnn.al of the masses, the recogniz-





Is not necessaray one of perfect form
and features. Many a plain woman
who could never serve as an artiat's
model, posses.es those rare qualities
that all the world admires; neatness,
clear eyes, clean, smooth skin and that
sprightliness of step and actkm that
accompany good health. A physical-
ly weak woman is never ,ttractive,
not even -to her,aef Electric Bitters
restore weak %renew, give (+trent;
nerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety
akin, beasitifel complexion. Guertin
teed at all druggists, 150c.
italereribe ter she $ew.
•I•1
Metropolitan Life insurance Co.
INCORPORATED BY THE STATE OF NEW YORK. STOCK C
OMPANY)
JOHN R. t-i.E CleMAN, PRESIDENT
OVER TWO MILLION DOLLARS
Additional Voluntary Contribution to Industrial Policy-holders over and above all obligations expressed
 or
implied in their Policies. A Cash Dividend of $1,000,000 for Whole Life Policies Over Five Years Old.
 A
Mortuary 'Dividend of $1,090,000 on all 1907 Claims Under Policies Over Five Years Old. Benefits D
uring
Second Six Months Increased 100 per cent. Whole Life Policies Over 15 years in force when the insured 
is 80
years of age paid as Endowments.
CASH DIVIDEND
Repeating its generous action of the last eight years, and
doubling the amount of the annual bonus, there has been declared
by the Company this year a cash dividend estimated at one million
dollars. This dividend has been declared on all Industrial whole
Life policies issued prior to January 1, 1903. As has been the
Company's practice heretofore, there will be included- in these
benefits the Whole Life Industrial policies oi all those companies
whose business has been assumed by the Metropolitan.
A MORTUARY DIVIDEND
has been declared:in the Industrial Department, applicable to all death
claims incurred during the current yea-r, where policies on the day of death
had been in force over five years. The scale of dividends is as follows:
Where death occurs after policy has been in force
Over 5 years, a Dividend of 5 per cent. Over 15 years, a Dividend of 15 per cent.
Over 10 years, a Dividend of 10 per cent. Over 20 years, a Dividend of 20 per cent.
Over 25 years, a Dividend ot 25 percent.
For examples: A policy for $2ki0, issued on January 11,14897, matures by death during 1907 on o
r
after January 12th. The policy was in force over ten years, and the Company will pay a Mortuary
Dividend of 10 per cent., or $26, the heirs receiving $286, instead of $260, as named In the policy.
 Or a
policy for $300, hawed February 7, 1t440: death occurs iu 1907 on or after Pebruary 8th; the policy was
in forca over twenty-five years. the Company Will pay the beneficiary a Mortuary Dividend of 
25 per
cent, of 1300, or *75, making a total of $375.
LIFE POLICIES PAID
During the year 190i any person insured in the Industrial Department
of the Metropolitan, who is eighty years of age or over, and who has paid
premiums for fifteen years or more on any policy, may receive the face value
of his or her policy in cash; or if a int' paid-up policy is preferred, in order
AS ENDOWMENTS
that the amount of Insurance may be available as a burial fund at time of death,
the Company will issue a paid-up policy for the face of the policy.
This voluntary conversion of Whole Life policies into Endowments or
into fully paid-up insurance is one of the most liberal concessions ever made
by any Industrial Insurance Company.
THIS MAKES $12,000,000 DISTRIBUTED VOLUNTARILY AMONG HOLDERS 
OP INDUSTRIAL POLICIES DURING THE PAST
TWELVE YEARS, IN EXCESS OF AMOUNTS CALLED FOR BY THE POLICY CONT
RACTS.
INCREASE IN BENEFITS
New Tables with large increases of benefits in Industria! policies have been adopted. The payment o
f premiums on all new Industrial
policies will cease at age of 75. Reductions have been made in the premiums charged for Ordinary policies.
The Company Gained More Insurance in Force Than Any Other Company in
The Company Wrote More Insurance Than Any Other Company in the World 19n6in Its Ordinary Department the Company Wrote More Paid-for Business Than
Any Other Company Save One
the World. U It Gained More Ordinary Business Than Any Other Company Save One
Its Expense Ratio Was Largely Reduced and was Lowest in Company's History




Statistics have been gathered late-
ly to show that we are the richest na-
tion on earth and well we need to be,
because we are the freest spenders..
It is est.mated that $1 000,000 *a. I was spent last year for golf clubs you can't spend
day is bet during the racing season.l
and ball*. Twenty-five million dol- Times.
-A giflIdon dollars a month is squan- lars is spent in California alone an-
dated for peanuts and popcorn. In I
: Chicago $140,0.00 a week Is spent for
theater tickets. Two million dellere
it?—Kansas City
nual;Y by tour.ets and 50,00.0 Amer.- No chance for disappointment if
cane go to Parts each year. But you serve Mrs. Austin's Pancakes.
what's the use of money, anyway-, if 4.44 grocers sell IL
The woman That Rules.
It is not the merely cold or the
merely emotional woman who can In-
fluence a man's life, but the woman
with self-control; which, in its high-
Oliver Hobbs (Pearl Mary Craii
- It Is foolish, after all, to find
with the world in ehich you hi
live, whether or not you with
est form, is self-abnegatioc—Joha here.
1'
•
GULLETT'S CUT PRICE CLEARANCE SALE
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$6.98
214 SUITS—Fine self-figured blue worsteds and plain sergem; fancy
worsteds, Cassimeres, cheviots, velours, granites and meltons. Single and
domble-breasted; conservative and form-fitting styles; all sizes in the lot.
189 OVERCOATS—i'5 Kertfitii;' Melton and Venetians. Body-
tracing-tlare-skirt models, as well as straight-back and box stiles; 44 to 52
inches long; Cambridge alid Oxford grays, and blues and blacks. THIS SEA-
SOIS:›fall and winter stocks; np-to-date, high class, bona fide *10.00,, *12,00
and crt5o goods, at the clearance cut price r-
of ----------..... 6.98
$2.98 Special Shoe Sale $2
500 Pairs of Fine Hand•made $3.50, $4.00 and
$5.00 Shoes for. $2.
WE have placed on sale 50 pairs owell-known CROSSETT S
for men, and they consist of broken
of every fine shoe made by this con
They come in patent :kid, patent colt
kid, velour, gun metal and box calf,
and black, and are made up in al
newest styles. We have put one pri
the entire lot, which $2.98. So i
want a fine pair of shoes no not mi
opportunity.
500 pairs of fine h3nd.-made
$4.00 and $5.00 Shoes S
far..
SEP'. WINDOW DISP
U. G. GULLETT & CO., TNIC
312 BROADWAY WE SAVE YOU MONE" ON EVERY PUCHASE. 312., ROAD
4.
